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CHAPT.lia I 
INTRODUCTION 
It is generalJ.T agreed that competency of the professional nurse 
praationer is dependent on sound theoretical knowledge of scientific 
principles from the biological, phy'sical and social sciences and the degree 
to which the nurse is able to appq thi1 knowledge in meeting the health 
needs of society. It is also agreed that a •jor responsibilitY' of nurse 
educators is to prepare c.oapetent protesslcmal. nurse practioners to meet 
the health needs of society'. !o quote '!71erls 
Nursing education must prepare persons tor the profession 
vho ederstand :f'undamental principles upon which nursing 
tasks are based., and who utilize thue principles effectively 
in directing their professional activities. 
How well nurse educators accomplish their responsibility- and to what extent 
the professional nurse practioner is competent implies application of some 
means of evaluation or measurement. A great deal has been written on the 
meaning and methods of evaluation and tools for appraising students have 
been developed in great numbersJ still, no tool or technic has been found 
to be completely without error. Objective evaluation and grade determina-
tion of clinical practice, which implies observation of performance and 
application of knowledge, has long been and still persists as a problem to 
nursing educators. Both instructors and students have expressed dissatis-
~h w. Ty'ler, ·~hanging Horizons in Nursing l!Hucation," lev 
Dimensions of L~ in a Free Socia& (Pittsburgh• University'Ol 
l'ittsburgh Press, ) , pp. !?7-iBo. 
taction with the progress reports and cmalua.tion devices in use in collegiat• 
and diploma schools of nursing. Studies in the field indicate that a great 
deal has been accomplished in the area of evaluating performance and in 
defining functions and standards or the professional nurse practitioner in 
first level positions, but there is little that is helpful in detenn:in1ng 
specific compete.noies to be developed by the student as she progresses 
through her educational program. eoop_.2 states t 
Learning is enhanced when the curriculum is evaluated 
in terms of what is expected of the student at certain 
stages in the program. The stud•t develops more 
etfeotivel.y' when she can understand the relationship 
between. what she is learning in her courses and what 
she is learning when she cares for patients. 
Dissatisfaction with methods of assessing student competencies at 
periodic evaluation of students for pl"'OIlltion, and a statement in the 
interim report for accreditation, which atated that faculty plana for the 
immediate .future included new records for evaluation of clinical perform-
ance, provided impetus to this stuq-. 
In elevc ,-ears of experience as a nurse educator the writer has 
found that eTaluating student clinical perfol'JII&Dce has been the aspect of 
the clinical instructor• a function that has created the moat insecurity and 
problems J yet, Fuerst and Woltt3 state thatt 
Instructors in Nursing are in an 811'Yiable position when 
compared with teachers in 110st other fields, since 
education for nursing includes JII8DT opportunities to 
2signe S. Cooper, •The Motivation Factor- Handle With Care,• 
. Nursing Outlook, (VI, October 19S8) 1 P• SS8. 
31l.inor v. lu£rst and LuVerne Wolff, Teaching Fundamentals of 
.. ' lursg (Philadelphias J. B. Lippincott, l'J8) • pp. 73-74. 
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see what the student does in situations similar to those 
she will encounter during her entire professional career. 
••••• To be of real value, informal observations still 
require that the instructor plan what she will observe, 
know the objectives of offering student experiences in 
natural situations and develop her skill in observing 
and in ma1d.ng judgments concerning what she observes. 
It was therefore felt that if an adequate and reliable means of evaluation 
could be developed these feelings of insecurity and dissatisfaction on the 
part of both instructors and students could be eliminated. Palmer' tP study 
which describes the use of a rating scale utilizing clinical practice 
objectives as a means of determining grades and evaluating students• 
clinical practice in medical and surgical nursinc in a specific collegiate 
program further convinced the writer that students• clinical performance 
could be evaluated more objectively and accurately and in terms of levels 
of performance in this school of nursing. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study was initiated to determine whether or not an instrument 
based on clinical practice objectives would provide a valid and reliable 
means for evaluation of freshman nursing students• clinical performance in 
the Nursing Course of a specific diploma program. 
Justification ot the Problem 
As expressed earlier the recognition of general dissatisfaction 
among clinical instructors and students with methods of evaluating clinical 
3 
paaot.ice in this acbool ot nu.reiDG u ve11 as 1n otbw 8Cboola praapted ~ 
writer to ~· the po814MUty ot objective 8Yal.uation of a1.1D1cal 
perf'OftlfiDOe. 
Dieaatillt~ietion vith met.bolt&t 1ft ounct use ata:aed. rra:s t.he tact thl ~ 
tbti\1 are ~~ tiM ~ evaluate <ml,y a ..U part ot tbe 
ebldct•a tct.al behavior, are~ subjective and do not clearl;y det!ne 
Ol'lte.rta ta~t lwels of ~ It baa also betm the writer's eapen.. 
enoe that penaa& reapona:Lble tor eval.uaticm ot student' e ollrd.oal p.-
foaswnoe do not waluate the practice on the basie of the sttzlent• s e~ 
.,.. ill the acboot. tlat ia1 vbet.blr abe ia ira her freal-.n, jvnior or 
Nrd.ar year. It vu felt that it ft'al.uat4.011 was c1oat 1n tenms of ol.in'JAal 
praotioe objectives, the lAmtla ot 8lp8Cted btbaT.l.or could be more~ 
det.l.aed and the reeulta.at fZl'llda wuld be .... objective, r&Uable and ..,.,.4 
It vas also reaocniud that 1t tlftlaU.OD vu to be dcme 1D relaU.on to 
vlaat t1w atudet OliiD be upeotad to 4o as she prq:reeaes 1n tot. pJ'Oil"88l a 
d.Ut81"Gftt --.lJt VOllld .. MOIIIfll7' fR •ob cUidcal ex.per1GDOe of the 
t.t.. 7'N'1' pnpaa. It .a, tberetfae1 deteained that a ~ clirected a1 
the ... bliat-.t of a_... ...U.bl.e aDd Y&lid llll9tbod tor an:i'ri.rlg at a 
pede tor oUnlcal ~ 1n t1ae atadet• a :tint. olJnioal ax:perience 
vae jutitiable, ad it a etfeot.i'f8 toe1 oou1d be dAMtloped in tbis area 
it oaulcl be ued u a bu1.a tor otMr ..... 
It vas further bal.ieftd that t.b1a •tud.Y •• juatitiecl in tbat the 
N8Ul.taat device wuld proftdet 
1. The ~tor with a 
a. plde vhioh vOQld ..sa~ her in 8V&luatJ.nc student 
pNOUoe .son SOient.ifial.l¥ and obj ecti'ftl:r 
b. tool that waa pnctioal to uae in tcmos of time and effort 
.A ..a 
c. means by which more meaningful learning experiences 
could be selected for studente 
d. more effective device to use in guiding students in 
attaining their goals as well as the objectives of 
the school 
e. more concrete device for interpreting student 
achievement to the administrator of the program 
2. The student with a 
a. better understanding or the objectives or clinical 
practice and what is e~tpected of her in the practice 
of nursing 
b. guide to use in self-evaluation and as a stimulus 
to maximum achievement 
3. The faculty with a 
a. more reliable device in estimating the degree 
of individual student progress as the evaluation 
instrument is periodically re-used 
b. tool by which to interpret student achievement 
to parents and guardians 
It was also hoped that the method devised would be basically sound 
enough to be usetul as a guide to a:rry one involved in the grading of 
student performance in the clinical area in a diploma school. 
Scope and Limitations of the Stucy-
The study was limited in scope to the one three year diploma hospital 
school of nursing for which the evaluation device was developed, used, and 
evaluated. This school of nursing is located at the Newport Hospital which 
is a 225 bed,non-govemmental., general hospital which serves southeastern 
·lhode Island. It is tul.ly' accredited by the National League for Nursing and 
. .turnishes clinical experience in medicine, surgery, diet therapy, operating 
~ room, recovery room, pediatrics, emergency room and out patient clinics. 
" 
.ltfil.iations in psychiatr,- and obstetrics are maintained. The number of 
students in the school is approximately llO with an average of forty-five 
students admitted yearly. 
This tool was used by five clinical instructors to evaluate forty-five 
freshman students of the class of 1963. All five clinical instructors and 
forty-two students evaluated the tool by answering a questionnaire. Three 
students resigned tram the school before the questioiU'laire was distributed. 
Factors inherent in the situation and bey-ond the control of the in• 
vestigator further influenced the study to make in imperfect. These 
limitations were in substance similar to those reported by PalmerS and were 
as followsa 
1. Instructor bias and subjectivity could not be completely 
eliminated from the ratings which students received. 
2. The instructors who used the scale did not vary widely 
in their experience with clinical supervision and their 
e:r.pericce was l.im1 ted to superrlsion or students in 
this one diploma school of nursing. 
3. The inTestigator could not personally use the rating scale 
on the students. Therefore, it wa.s possible that the 
opportunity to make certain observations was missed. 
4. Semantic problems arose since the instructors did not 
work closely with the investigator in development of 
the evaluation device and the scale contained detailed 
descriptions of behavior. 
S. Only one form of evaluation device vas ex:plored in 
this study. 
6. The rating scale was evaluated on the basis of having been 
used on . one small sampling of students on one occasion. 
5 ~., P• 5. 
6 
Preview ot Methodology 
Because this study was concerned with students in a beginning course 
in nursing it was necessary to determine the fundamental knowledges and 
sldlls which were in'V'Olved in this experience and which could be evaluated 
as having been achieved by a freshman student. .According to Fuerst and 
Wolt:r6a 
Observations of the beginning student in nursing are 
essential to determine not only' achievement but her 
personal fitness for close association with patients 
and other health workers. 
A number of areas were explored as a basis f'or developing the 
evaluation instrwnent described in this study. Current literature was 
reviewed to determine expert thinking in the area of evaluaticm both in 
general education and in mu-sine education. The philosophy and objectives 
ot the school of nursing were examined critically as a basis for formulating 
objectives for the students• first clinical experience and as a basis for 
describing expected behavtors for different levels of achievement. Separate 
faculty and student conferences were held to discuss objectives, behaviors, 
levels of achievem.ent and use of the guide. Clinical instructors used the 
descriptive behavior guide and the evaluation form to determine its 
effectiveness in evaluating clinical performance or freshman students. 
F:l.nally' two questionnaires were formulated, one for clinical instructors 
and one for students, in which they were asked to evaluate this rating 
method. 
6ruerst and Wolff, op. cit., P• 74. 
7 
Sequence o.f Presentation 
The theoretical tramevork o.f the st.udy is presented in Chapter II. 
Ducription of the method used to develop the evaluation instrument is 
containecl in Chapter III. This chapter includes how objectives and 
behaviors were arriTed atJ how grading was determinedJ how the scale was 
used and evaluated. In Chapter IV the data are presented and the .findings 
are discussed. The 8U'IIIIII8l"Y of the stuct.r 1 conclusions, and recommendations 
resulting from the study will be .found in Chapter v. 
8 
CHAPTll2t n 
TH:&>RE'l'ICAL P'.!UM:IWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
Although this stuq is prim.a.ri:q' concerned with developing objective 
briteria for evaluating cl:i.ni.eal practice of the freshman nursing student, 
b order to establish a theoretical fraaework for the study an extensive 
survq ot literature in various fields was necessary. The literature 
teviewed covered the fields of gea.eral edu~tion, nursing education, 
J>By'Chology and administration. The scope of the material reviewed fell in 
the following oategoriest 
1. Translation of ultimate expectations of education 
into workable aims. 
2. lssential components in terms of functions and 
abilities of the professional nurse practitioner • 
.3. Application of educational aims to purposes and 
methods of evaluation. 
The problem of developing criteria for evaluating clinical perform-
~ce persists as a difficult one. In the realm of nursing education, 
significant studies were reported b7 PaJ.mezl in 19.$6 and Corvello2 in 196o. 
9 
Palmerts3 book, which describes a rating scale developed for a course 
in medical and surgical nursing, was of greatest significance and has been 
used as a source for this study. Palmer indicates the value of haVing 
definite criteria for the evaluation of clinical performance and of relating 
these criteria to the objectives of the course. While she points out that 
a rating scale cannot insure objectivity, it can do a great deal to cJ.ari1'.y, 
tor the faculty and the students, the points being evaluated. She a.lao 
points out that such a tool can be ftluable in guidance and motivation of 
studentsJ in determining student progressJ and, as a device for redefinition 
of objectives of instruction. 
In Corvello' a4 study' "which was concerned primarily with the number 
and kinds of changes in attitude and behavior which mrq follow the use of a 
rating scale for evaluating students' performance in clinical practice• the 
writer was able to gamer additional implications for the use of the rating 
scale based on clinical practice objectives. The positive findings in this 
study were as follows t 
It the evaluation process in the clinical axperience of 
a particular three-y-ear diploma school of nursing is based 
on a rating scale derived by means of clinical practice 
objectives, the evaluation of clinical practice will 
influence favorably the guidance and learning activities 
provided by the clinical instructor and/or the head nurse. 
other literature pertinent to this study' has been extensiveq re-
viewed by Palmer and Corvello. Both reports contain flltcellent biblio• 
graphies which the investigator found most helpful as a point of' departure 
tor this study. 
10 
Palm.S 8'WI1Jna.rizes her review of literature, which extended from 
19.30 to 19S7, in the following mannert 
The literature contained much information pertinent to 
evaluation concepts in general as well as macy- articles 
which gave emphasis to the use of two specific techniques --
the rating scale and the selt-evaluati'Ye record. The most 
concrete work seems to have been achieved in the area of 
the national test services J the least concrete work seems 
to have been accomplished in the area. of clinical evaluation 
of perf'omance. 
J. wealth of literature is available in the field of general education 
on the topic of e'Yaluation. It is bqond the scope of this study to 
· CJ.UJ!lerate these in detail. However, one cannot help but become cognizant 
of the atudent as the focal point of evaluation in all of the current 
literature on and about evaluation. 
In 19S3 Cantor6 wrotet 
Knowledge is not to be contused. with leaming. Information 
cannot ha.ve import unless it is assimilated into the •being' 
of the pupU. Fducation is a process which 81lphasizes 
bringing into mstence that which does not yet exist. It 
is primarily concerned not With what one mows but with 
what one becomes. 
There is constant reiteration of the importance of the student's growth as a 
result of his educational eacperience and the need for orientation of' teacher 
and pupU regarding education objective• becomes the important factor in 
evaluation. Morgan 7 in 19S9, diecuased effective evaluation as a mean1 of 
promoting growth of the individual and had this to saya 
SPal.mer, op. cit., P• 16. 
61Jathaniel Cantor, The Teaching-~ Process (New Yorka The 
Dryden Press, 19S3), P• 206. 
7aerthon H. Morgan, "What Is Ef'.f'ective IWaluation?", National 
.lducation Association Journal, (XLIII, No'Yember 19S9), p. 16. 
n 
lWaluation is concemed with assessing the individual's 
growth towards becoming a creative, well adjusted and 
effective member of society. It is also concerned with 
the quality of 11 ving within which his growth occurs. 
This brings out the point that it is the qualitative aspect ot an 
. on-going experience that needs evaluation by both pupil and teacher. 
Together they- can contribute to the improvement of the learning process by 
··exploring how to make the pupil's experience richer and eventual.ly more 
satisfying and meaningful. With the guidance of his teacher the student 
can be helped in recognizing his strengths and weaknesses, what is happening 
to him and where he is in his total growth. 
ltemmers and Gage8 maintain tbatt 
The major purpose ot eval.uat.'\.on is to tarnish data tor 
guidance, in serving which we also serve the other 
purposes ot evaluation, the content ot our evaluations 
should be whatever is needed as a basis tor guidance. Since 
guidance seeks 'the .fullest realization by each pupil ot 
his potentialities tor desirable participation in the social 
order' 1 the data it needs are in tum determined by the 
needs of society on the one hand and of the individual on 
the other. • • • • • It is these mutual needs or both society 
and individuals that determine the aspects or pupils or 
kinds of data, with which the evaluation of pupils must 
be concerned. 
They consider the following aspects of pupils "important to both societ)r and 
the individual, and consequently essential to guidance": 
1. Achiev•ent ot instructional objectives 
2. Mental abilities, general and special 
3. Jh.otional and social adjustment 
4. Attitudes 
5. .li:lv.tronme.nt and background 
6. Pb,ysical Aspects 
Their book is divided into seven parts. In each part one aspect is 
8H. H. REIIDmers and N. L. Gage, F.ducational. Measurement and Evaluation 
(Nw YorJu Harper and Brothers, l9S7), PP• 22-23. 
12 
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discuaaecl in considerable detaU as to meaning and importance; the need for 
schools to be concerned i.a pointed upJ a:nd1 enluation techniques which 
schools can use are described. Most of the current revisions of books 1 and 
new books on naluation, treat the subject in a similar manner. In respect 
to the types of instruments and methods that can be used in evaluating t.he 
total growth of the student emphasis is directed toward the need for J:lllUl:7 
and varied tools. Symonds9 points out thata 
There are m&.n7 different tuncti(IDS to be performed in 
evaluating students and the method ~ ft'aluation should 
differ w1. th the uses to which the evaluation is put .. 
Observational methods of evaluation are being looked upon more 
favorab~ and are considered a reliable means of evaluation providing that 
the teacher or observer has objectives clearly defined and knows behaviors 
he is looking for as well as the purpoae for which the evaluation is to be 
uaect. The use of 1181'17 sources in evaluation is supported b7 ThomaalO 1 wha 
he states thatc 
Today, .... evaluation is viewed in a auch broader manner,. 
For instance, in addition to uaina objective and essay 
tests for gathering evidence about stt:ldents' progress 1 
teachers also garner much data tram rating scales; check 
liats 1 anecdotal records, unrecorded observation, socio-
grama1 situation tests, charts ot student participation, 
interviews, and student projects, or SUJ.ples of work 
products. 
He further says that the modem teacher bas "more uses for these data than 
onl.T that of assigning a final mark. • He ID11.7 use them as a pretest to 
?percival M. Symonds• "Evaluation in Professional Jtiucation", 
Nursing Outlook, (V 1 March 1957), P• 166. 
l.Oaobert Murrq 'l'homaa, J~f1!'1 Student Progress (New Yorkr 
Longmans, Grec and Colllp&n71 19 , p. !Y. 
1.3 
determine when he can start teaching new material, to determine student 
progress as new experience is provided and to detennine the final achieve-
ment of the student. 
'fhia growth ot evaluation in edUcation 1a ai.mpl.T summarised by 
ThoJIUllt 
The term 'Enluation' and the toola that it includes are 
relative]¥ new in education. Detore 1900 teachers had Yfff7 
limited methods for determ1ning how well children were 
succeeding. Instructors apparent:q judged student• a 
progress primaril:y on the basis or foral recitation in 
front ot the class or on compoai tiau the students wrote. 
The ld.nda of objective teats used today, which include 
t,ypes of itama like completion or multiple choice, did 
not become common untU well into the 1900'•• 
rrom about 1910 through the 1920's objective tests were 
Vfll:'3' popular. Man7 stand.ard.Ued achifml!lent and httelligenoe 
tests were produced during this period, which has been termed 
the Jiild rush era of standardized tests. !his rapid growth 
indi Ol' Gaffs has been called the testing movement or 
~ent aovement in education. Di1HJii the jjj()i s and 1940's educators were diaturbed about 
the overuse of teats in ~ schools. The,. pointed out 
that many of the modem objeotiTes in education cannot be 
measured thoro~, or sometimes at all, b7 formal 
tests ••• •• Therefore, since the late 1920's and early 
1930's a varietq of different techniques for judginc 
childre.n.'s prognss has been evolving to supplement the 
use ot tests. 
There is considerable evidence that progress has been made towards 
JDOre effectin evaluation or appraisal of the devel.opment of students in 
educational prograas and of the worker doing a job. However, the probl-. 
ot evaluation persists as a complex task. 
11Ibid. 1 P• 16. 
-
In 1960 Lud-.12 auggeated vqa to improTe evaluation procedures in 
the claearoat 
Sinoe the d.a78 ot ear)T Chinese teetinc educators 
baTe bee searobing tor the beat t,ut methods. 
Improv.ants haTe been ude but &Otuall7 t• teachers 
are Tery sure that the tiDal JIU'Jal iaaued actuall)" 
indicate the worth ot the pupU. Han)" children get 
more than th.,- have coad.ng and ttragi~ tar too 
IIUll17 get 1us than they deaeve. 
He alao points out the dangers of OTel'llarking and und81"1118lic:ing to pupil 
welt are. 
In 19Sh Dres1el and Mqh.,U presented the 11nal 1\!J>ort ot the 
ggoperative S!!!7 ot llval:uati.on in Oaneral lduc&tlon ot the American 
CoaacU em li'duoation. Thia report describes the detailed and time 
oonauming work involTed in developi.D& ettective evaluation tools in the 
TU'ioua areu other than knowledge, naaely', critical thinking 1 judgment, 
practical application and alcUle. llaD7 ot the devices that were developed 
were illustrated. Aaonc these were the check lists and rating scalee 
baaed on objectives descriptive ot behaviors. Dressel and Mayhew 
described the purposes of 8'V'aluation as follows s 
1. Claritioation and possible redefinition of objectives 
ot 1eneral education. 
l2w. w. Lucleaan, "OYerhaulJ..nl School EV'al.uation• 1 American School 
Board JGlU:'JI.811 (OIL, February 1960), P• 37 • 
llp.ul L. Dressel and Lew1a B. Mqhw1 General 1thJ:: ati. an-~loration 
Il'i lvaluation, The rinal leport or the CooperaUve !tud;r of Siil.ua'aon iii 
llii&ri1 11\iGtion of the herioan CouneU on l!'duoation (Wuh~ton, D. c. a 
Jaerican Colmoil on l!'ducation, l9S4), p. 19. 
2. Developaent or more adequate and reliAble means of 
measur•ent. 
3. Appraisal or the development ot students. 
4. Adaptations of courses and programs to the individual 
student. 
S. Motivation of student 1~ through continued 
selt•evaluation. 
6. Improvement of instruction. 
lllo~mts made about these purposes which sea ad most significant to the 
present study' veree 
The second or these purposes is really only a step in 
eraluation or a means to that end, but it is parti0l.larl.1" 
relevant to general education because it is with respect 
to objectives descriptive of behavioral outcomes other thm 
knowledge that the most ditficult aea.suraent probleu arise. 
tlnquestiona.bq 1 the lack of adequate and reliable techniques of 
MaSUJ'W.ent has impeded. creat;Q' the placing or sui table 
-.basis on such goals. ID. part, this may be a result of the 
001111on pattern that things no' te.ted tor are apt to be 
ignoradJ in part, it ray be that our inability to measure 
reflects our lack of und.erstantU.na ot just what it is that we 
want. 
The JltOtivation of studeat leanU.nc through self-e'f'aluation 
is a purpose based upon one of the accepted principles of 
le&ming • .U objectives b~ understandable and important 
to &tudalts and as information reprding achiev-.ent is 
available to th•, an increued desire tor further improve-
act results troa acre precise p.ls and from the satisfaction 
ot realising that improv•ent baa taken place. Selt-evalu• 
ation is a potent learning inoetive and a procedure too 
seldOJJJ. ex:ploi ted. The lack of aimple yet reliable and valid 
eval'O.ati.Te erldetlee with regard to certain objective and 
the tand~ey to vi• evaluatioa u separate from teaching may 
account tor JNch ot this negleot. 
'l'he above c(WIUI8nta a,ntheeize the lack of proper uae of evaluation 
lrhether it be in general education, nurstng education, or industry. Article~ 
16 
f" 'b7 Shetlandl4 1 on supervision in public health nursing, by' GordonlS, on 
evaluation in nursing service and by Viguera16, in the field of hospital 
.&dministration, to cite only a few, point up the changing concepts in 
evaluation. Although the various agencies may find different uses for 
evaluation there is evidence that improved evaluation procedures can be 
used to guide the individual, whether he is a student or a worker in the 
professions or industry. The growth which takes place will give satisfac-
tion not only to the one being evaluated, but to the evaluator and to 
soci~ as a whole. 
Principles of education and of evaluation are basically' the same no 
matter where they oCcurJ therefore, materials from the field of education 
provide valuable aids to nurse educators which are applicable not on~ in 
the formulation of achienble education objectives, but in the developmEilt 
of effective means of evaluating the extent to which their end-product, the 
graduate nurse, has achiwed these objectives. Since objectives must be 
applicable to a particular program and to the nature or the educational 
sperience provided, it behooves nurse educators to develop tools for their 
own purposes. It becomes necessary for each person who is to be an 
evaluator, and all of us are at one time or another, to become familiar with 
' 
the purposes of waluation and the principles underlying effective waluation11 
~garet L. Shetland, "A Dynamic Approach to lWaluation•, Nursing 
,Outlook: (V 1 December 19$7} 1 PP• 711-71.3. 
lSphoebe Gordon, "Evaluation, A Tool in Nursing Service" 1 American 
,Journal of Nurs?-Y (LI, March 1960), PP• .365-.366. 
' 16tichard T. Viguers, "How High Is Up?•, Hospitalsa Journal of the 
:,American Hospital Association (XXXIII, December 16, 1§59), pp. 4o-4~. 
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I 
Statsment ot l{ypothesis 
In View of the positive findings ot ex::perts in t.~e field of evaluation, 
this study is based on the hypothesis that a rating scale based on clinical 
practice objectives will provide a reliable and valid method of evaluation 
and grade determination for clinical practice of freshman students in the 
beginning course in Nursing of a specific diploma school of nursing. 
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CHAPTllt ni 
MEtHODOLOGY 
Selection and Description of Sample 
This three ;rear diploma hoepi tal school o£ nursing was selected aa 
the setting for this study because the investigator had been a. member o£ the 
faculty for a rmmber of years and was aware of the need for improvement in 
methods of evaluation, espeo:l.al.ly in the area or clinical practice. This 
awareness resulted not only from personal experience but also from ex-
pressed insecurity in this area by other instructors who were involved in 
obae:ning students during their clinical practice experience. At the time 
this study was conducted the investigator was not directly concerned with 
supervision of students in the clinical area except on occasions vhen a.nothe~ 
inatructor was absent. The major responsibilitY' of the investigator in this 
program was the overall plann:i.ng and coordination oZ learning uperience, 
both theoretical content and practice • for the course in Nursing in the 
first year • .A. description of the course follows • 
The course in Nursing which extends throughout the f'irfjt year 
:l.a designed to assist the student in learning the basic prin• 
ciples which serve as guides to action in nursing practice. 
Presentation of basic scientific principles in the classroom 
is followed by demonstration ot procedures at the patient's 
bedside. Under the guidance of the instructors in nursing the 
student is given an opportunity to develop the ability to apply 
these principles and to make necessary modifications in carir..g 
for patients. Throughout the course there is integration of 
material leamed in other courses with emphasis on health 
teachi.ng, physiological• socio-psychologica.l needs of the 
patient, and rehabilitation. 
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Early focus is on the health needs of the normal individual 
and adaptations necessary in Ulness so that the student will 
have a foundation tor the later units which stress meeting 
the needs of patients with ccamon medical and surgical 
condi tiona. Teaching in these classes is patient-centered 
in approach enabling the student to meet increasing demands 
o£ the more acutely ill person. 
The student is assisted in developing a concept of total 
care by correlating related drugs in the study of basic 
Jlledical. and surgical nursing. These lectures are preceded 
by classes in cal.culating dosage ot drugs and administration 
ot medications. 
Social and public health aspects ot nursing are integrated 
throughout the course and early opportunities for demon-
stration of these principles are provided so that the 
student develops a thorough understanding of the need tor 
both diaease prevention and rehabUitation - fundamental to 
a lasting contribution to the care and welfare of our citizens.1 
Five instructors and tortq-tive students participated in this stuc11' • 
.Fach instructor was assigned to a medical-surgical unit. The :f'ort7-five 
students were divided into two sections so that a clinical instructor was 
responsible for five or six students during each olinical practice period. 
During the f'irst year the clinical instructors had f"ull responsibility tor 
selecting learning experiences and evaluating progress of the student in the 
clinical area. Students were assigned to the clinical area during the second 
week in the school and the time allotted to clinical practice mcperience was 
gradually increased from five hours a week in the first term to twenty-eight 
hours a week in the fourth term. At the time or the study, (the second term 
ot the first year) the students were spending seven hours a week on the 
clinical areas and had had clacsroora instruction in the basic principles of 
aeeting health needs of well individu&ls and application of these to sick 
lBulletin, School of Nursing, Newport Hospital, NeKport, Rhode Island 
l960-l962, P• 21. 
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persons. They had studied the needs of the surgical patient, the patient 
With m.usculo•skeleta.l problems, the patieat with a cerebral vascular 
accident, and of patients with eye, ear, nose, and throat problems. During 
clinical practice periods the students were assigned one or two non• 
.:Oritica11y ill patients to give total care to, within their limitations, and 
gradual.J.T assumed increased responsibility' for patient care as new eleperience• 
were accomplished. 
The clinical instructor held pre-assignment conferences with the 
students to assist them in identitication of needs of their patients and in 
organization of assignment. Studct usigmaents were made out the day before 
the clinical practice period and posted on the ward bulletin board. The 
:students were required to obtain their assigmacts and prepare a written 
nursing care plan for each patient and have it ready for the conference. 
Post assignment conferences were also held so that both the instructor and 
the student could evaluate the e.f'fectiveness of the nursing care plan and 
discuss problems which might have occured during the experience. Whenever 
possible the student was given the same patient on her next assignment so 
that she would have an opportunity to make modifications in the plan of care 
1t indicated. Anecdotal records were also kept by the instructors and 
students had access to these it thq so desired. In so far as possible in 
making assignments clinical instructors selected patients with conditions 
that had beeo discussed in the classroom, thereby correlating classroom 
experience with clinical practice. 
Pe:rmission to investigate the stated problem was granted by the 
,director of nursing of the agency after she had obtained approval from the 
n faculty. The .faculty acts as a cCIIIImittee or the whole on matters pertaining 
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to the curriculum. The faculty who had long been interested in doing some-
thing about evaluation supported the study wholeheartedly. 
Clinical practice periods at this time were considered as laboratory 
periods of the Nursing Course, therefore no specific objectives for this 
lear:n:ing experience had been identified. 
The actua~ method used in tha collection of data can best be 
described in the tol.J.ow"l...ng order t 
stepat 
1. Development of the evaluation device 
2. Implementation of the evaluation device 
.3. Evaluation of the tool 
Development of the Evaluation Device 
The construction of the tool was accomplished through the following 
1. The formulation of objectives. 
2. The development of the descriptive behavior guide 
to be used as the rating scale • 
.3. The writing of the direction sheet for use of the 
descriptive behavior guide. 
4. The devising of the Sl1Drla.lT fol'Dl to be used as a 
progress report of freshman students• clinical 
practice. 
A description of each of the steps taken follows. 
!:ormul.ation of Clinical Practice Objeotivea 
Since the objectives for clinical practice formed the nucleus of this 
study formulation of these objectives was accomplished in the following 
:taanner. The first activity undertaken was a careful study of overall 
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. curriculum object1ves2 to determine which of these contained descriptions of 
1 behavior the student could reasonably be expected to exhibit in her first 
.year in the school. 
Since these were ultimate objectives of the eurriculum it was 
necessary to restate them so the,r could be directly evaluated in terms of 
laboratory experience as part of the introductory course in mu-sing. There-
fore, it was necess&ry' to determine to what extent the course in Nursing 
contributed to the attainment of these ultimate objectives of the school. 
After a review of the objectives and the outline for the course in Nursing 
it was decided that from the learning experiences provided in this course 
the student could reasonably be expected to develop a.bili ties in the 
following areas t 
1. Identit',ying patients• needs to prepare a plan of care. 
2. Organization of assigl'lment • 
.3. Carrying out a plan of care. 
4. lteporting and recording obaenations. 
S. Communicating with patient and others. 
6. Evaluating plan of care and selt-evaluation. 
Thought was then given to synthesizing the overall curricul.um 
objectives and the objectives for this clinical experience. The clinical 
practice objectives were derived by' restatflllent of overall curricullDil 
objectives in as concise a form as possible. '!'his was accomplished by' 
eliminating quali.t,ying words and specificity". The result was as followst 
1. To assist the student to develop the ability to identify 
and interpret the patient's needs, utilizing source materials 
in preparing an individualized plan of care for each patient. 
(Derived from curricul,m objectin Ill and 2) 
2Curriculum objectives will be found in Appendix A. 
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2. To assist the student to develop the ability to organize 
nursing assignment in a logical, realistic and flexible 
sequence so that patient's needs are provided for and 
adjustments can be made as circumstances require them 
in the clinical situation. 
{Derived from curricul.um objective II 21 3, and 4) 
3. To assist the student to develop the ability to Ca.r1'7 
out the plan of care so that physical, emotional, 
social and teaching needs of patients are met. 
(Derived from curriculum objective I 3, 4 and 6) 
4. To assist the student to develop the ability to report 
and record pertinent information about the patient. 
(Derived from curriculum objective II 5) 
5. To assist the student to develop the ability to 
communicate effectively with patients and their 
families as well as members of the nursing team 
and the health team. 
(Derived from curriculum objective II 7 and 8) 
6. To assist the student to develop the ability to 
evaluate the effectiveness of her nursing care plan. 
(Derived from curriculum objective I 9) 
7. To assist the student to develop the abUi ty to 
recognize and utilize self-evaluation and teacher 
evaluation as a means of progress and improvement. 
(Derived from curriculum objective /Ill) 
Objectives ten and twelve were not translated to objectives for 
clinical practice because it was .f'elt that these could best be measured in 
other areas of the curriculum. However, the "Other Comments" space on the 
evaluation form, which was ultimately developed, may be used .for com.11ents 
related to grooming, health, and so forth, if the instr'J.ctor feels they are 
.significant in the overall evaluation of student performance. 
Objectives four and six 11ere incorporated into clinical practice 
objeotivestwo and three because it was felt a freshman student's achievement 
.in the area of emergency situations and teaching patients would be limited 
,and could be justifiably incorporated into the broad objectives. 
Ill Yiev of the tact that the clinical practice objectives as stated 
abo'V'e were in terms o£ tacultT behartor Uld the plU'pOae ot the rating acale 
vaa to 1"0CU8 attention oa. student btila¥1or it vas necessary to restate the 
objectives as tollowat 
1. The ability to identif'T and interpret the patieot•a needs, 
u\illsing aou.roe material.a in preparing an indi.viduallaecl 
plan of care for each pat.J.ct.. 
2. The ability to organise nursing asaign."..lClt in a logical, realistic 
and nflld.ble aequcce 80 that the patient•• needs are provided 
for and adjustaa'lts can be made u ci.rcum.Btances require th• 
in the cUnical ai to.ation • 
.3. The ability to OU'17 out the plan of care so that physical, 
enotiooal, apirltual, social and teaching needs or patient 
a:re met. 
4. fhe abUi ty to report and record pertinent intol:'Mtion about 
the patient. 
S. The abUity to cCIIIMUDicate etfeotive:cy with patients and 
their fam111es aa vell as mabers ot the nursing team an4 
the health team. 
6. !he ability to enluate own performance in plaml:i.ng and 
carrying through the nursing care plan. 
1. The ability to recognise and utUise self-evaluation aDd 
teacher evaluation as a l'l8lmS ot progrees and improvement. 
Although the clJnical practice objectives on which the rating aoale 
wu baaed were .to:rmulated b7 the in'natiptor they were appi"''Yed bT the 
taculv ot the school o! nurainc as a ba8ia tor conatrncting the evaluation 
instrument tor dete.rJd.niDI grades and studet progress in this e~•.n1cal. 
experitmee. Before submitting the clinical practice objectives to the 
faculty for approval each ot the objectivu vas tested against the criteria 
2) 
Vh1cb. hlael cites u "beine e1eent1al to all good objectivu•r 
1. Were objectives brietl.T stated.? 
2. Were objectives lfltl 1n l'Jbbert 
3. Were objectives clear:cy- stated in terms which could 
be evaluated d1reotl.7? 
4. Were objectives stated ill terms ot behavioral 
ehanges expected of the learner? 
S. Ware objectives crouped for pvpoaea of olarit7? 
6. Were the objectives achievable during the time 
alloted for the olintcal eperi•oe? 
?. Were the objectives related to the •ability level" 
of the student? 
8. Were the objectives so stated that they' were neither 
too specific nor too detaUed? 
9. Were the objectives CCIUJiatct with the pbUoaophy' of 
the school? 
A.tter identi.tyi.ng the specitio objectives descriptive of behavior 
that could be observed in clinioal practice, it was neoeaaar;y to decide 
upon the moat etticimt fcma vhioh voul.4 facilitate the organization and 
ue of the evaluation inatrument. 
lJ!!!9.5!!!~ of the lat!DJ Soale 
The deciaion to dwelop a ratinl 8f3tlle aa the tool far this study was 
based on the fact that apert thinklDa in the fields of testing and mea....,. .. -
aata had apparentJ.7 changed since the time of Palmer' rP study whe abe 
stated that articles on rat:illg scal.elt •a--..4 to be rather negativel7 
oriented"• In the rm.w ot aore O'l11"Nilt literature there vas consiatea.t. 
-.phasis that in the proc ... of wal.uation various tools s.hould be used md 
that certain behaTiors can onlT be ft'al-.ted by means of observation. Use 
ot the rating scale waa cited. aa the moat reliable of the observational too 
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provided it was constructed on established principles for design and use ot 
rating scales. 
TraversS justifies the use of rating scales Qf saying: 
Hating scales are commonly referred to as the oldest 
ot psychological measuring devices since they have been 
used for several hundred years. It is really not correct 
to refer to them as measuring devices since they are 
used for recording observations rather than making 
observations. 
!ating scales are not only usetu.l as an aid in su.m:marizing 
observations J they also serve the purpose of restricting 
observation to certain defined aspects of behavior. The 
effectiveness of rating scales will obviously depend on 
the degree to which they define accurately the category 
ot behavior to be recorded and the extent to which it is 
possible for the rater to observe the kinds of behavior 
that are to be recorded on the rating sheet. 
A. rating scale appeared to be the most appropriate device to utilize in the 
evaluation of clinical performance, since, ot necessity, the level of 
" competency the student has achieved in the clinical area. can best be 
determined by observation. 
The next step in the process of developing the rating scale was to 
determine the grading system for the scale. Brmm6 states: 
The success of any grading plan rests upon a clear 
definition, understood and accepted by' the faculty 
and the students • This assumes the acceptance by' 
the student ot a grade as an impartial, illlPersonal 
and fair estimate of his achievement...... If grades 
are to become most meaningtul for purposes of achieve-
ment and vocational counseling, they should be reported 
and recorded in relation to student's ability. 
~'~ 
SR. M. w. Travers, Fducational Measurement (New Yorkt The Macmillan 
Comp&DJ1 195S), P• 213. 
6Am1' Francis Brown, Clinical Instruction (Philadelphia 1 W. B • 
• Samders Company, 1949), P• 412. 
- •e --- -··-~··r·•-·•~~·-•·-~-
... ----~·-- ,_. -- ·- ~- ' '- -
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• wide variety of methods for marking rating scales has been described. 
Bradfield 7 says: 
The rrumber of eategori0S of subdivisions optimum for 
a scale is indeterminate--the principle to be followed 
in designing a rating sca.le is that the number of scale 
intervals should approximate the number of clearly 
w.soernible differences in the dimensions be:tng appraised. 
After due oonaideration6 four categories were usoo in the scale. This was 
based on the school t s policy regarding grades. Theoretical grades are 
arrived at hy means of average deviation and the student is assigned letter 
,grades as follows c 
A - OUts-tanding 
B .. Above Average 
C • Average 
D • Below Average 1 Passing 
F • FailureS 
To facilitate computation or an overall score, numbers were assigned to the 
letters as follows; A .. 4, B - 31 C • 21 D • 1. Since these clinical 
Slractice grades were to be eventually averaged into the grade for the course 
in Nursing, it was decided that there would be more validity in the overall 
grade if' these same categories were utilized for the rating soaJ.e. However, 
the established adjectives denoting the letter grade were not all descriptive 
ot behavior. Therefore, except for the •A• "Outstanding", the adjectives 
describing level of achievement were changed to "B11 "Commendable", nc• 
•.&.ccepta.ble" and "D" "Limited". It was felt that these teras were more 
descriptive of behavior and less ambiguous. 
The last activity which was carried out in the development ot the 
7J. M. Bradfial.d and H. s. Moredock, Measurement and Evaluation in 
: ltiucation (New Yorks The Macmillan Company, 1957) 1 P• ~8. 1 ........................ 
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scale was the actual writing of the descriptions of belurlior in relation to 
each of the four levels of performance. It was decided that the point in 
the educ:ational program for which the behaviors 1>1ere to be established was 
the completion of the first year. The behaviors for each categor.y were 
developed on the basis of learning ~-periences identified from the course in 
Nursing and fro.m the Criteria For the Evaluation of Educational Programs in 
llursing tea.ding to a. Diploma} .After the descriptions of essential behaviors 
£or each level of performance had been aoconrplished1 the v:riter reviewed a 
set of anecdotal records which had been kept b;y one of the instructors in 
'the previous tem for the students in the sample. This was done to determine 
whether or not use or anecdotal records would be basic to the use of the 
summa.r;r sheet. It was found that the incidents of behaviors described in 
the anecdotes did1 on most occasions 1 fall into one of the four categories 
described. It was felt that the rating sca.l.e described in this study was 
designed so that it upheld the principles basic to developing rating scales. 
The three steps described were the actual construction of the rating 
scale. To faoUitate its use it was mimeographed on standard sized paper 
and arranged in the form wh.i.ch appears in Appendix B. 
relopment o.f the Form to be Used for 
r.It!tLCOiii'iien# ana as tlie P¥§i¥ess 
n epo 
The development of the summary sheet far recording of' grades and 
.. 
written OOIUi•tent.a pertinent to student achievement in clinical practice was 
9t,rat:ional League for 1Iursing1 Criteria for the Eva.luatiou of 
Jduoational Prof!gams in Nursing Leadiiig to a !>iploma (New York: Rational 
1~eague for N'urs 1 19~8) 1 pp.1:a:22. 
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the next phase in the construction of the tool. 'l'o be meaningf'ul in terms 
of the described beba~rs it was felt that the objectives should appear on 
this form. 'l'he tom also provided sp9.ce opposite each objective for the 
instructor's comments and for the clinical practice grade. The investigator 
vas aware that the spaces for COJmllents would be rather limited., Since this 
sheet. ~,."8.8 to be m:i.meographed for the testing phase or the study, it was felt 
that it would not be legible if both sides of the paper were used, and the 
writer preferred to keep tne form to one sheet of paper so that it would not 
be cumbersome to use. However, instructors were told they could write on the 
back of the form if the.y chose. '!'he form appears in Appendix C. 
Develoeent or the Direction Shan 
Writing directions for use of the device was the last activity 
f" pertinent te the construction of the rating scale. '!'his was neoessar.r to 
in&u.re the use of the guide and the fom in as consistent a manner as 
possible. Directions for (l) the use of the guide, (2) determining the 
grade, (3) writing the evaluation are included. The direction sheet as it 
vas set up appears in Appendix D. 
Implementation of the Evaluation Device 
Although the actual rating scale used as the evaluation instrument in 
this study was developed by the writer, the following actiVities were 
carried out to orient instructors and students to the purposes and use of 
the tool. 
In order to have agreement on definitions of behaviors for objectives 
, tor the freshman studmtst clinical experience, a conference was held with 
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the instructors before the descriptions of behavior for the :four lPvels o£ 
achievement 1iet'e developed. At this time the purposes of the study were 
described anc~ the object:tves on Tirhich the rating scale wo1.lld be developed 
were rm a-wed. After obtaining agreement as to the objectives for clinioal 
practice the rating scale was develo1)ed as described. 
1ollowing the construction or the scale, t-vm conferences were held 
with the :instructors. During the first conference, 't.he 'h-r:!.ter mq,lained the 
constru.ction of the scE~.1e1 reviewed the forti for the written evaluatj.on, and 
reviewed the d:1.rection sheet for use of the descriptive behavior guide, the 
grade determination s.nd the evaluation rom. A copy of the euide, evaluation 
form, and d1rection sheet \fas given to each instructor. A week later the 
second conference was held, at which time the instructors• comments and 
suggestions t1ere considered and re\"i.sions were mndo to clar:tfy St:mlantic 
Jlroblems and mi.sinterpreta t.ion. A request for cooperation in e.ns-,J"ering a 
questionrlaire was made to which all agreed. 
The revised behavior guide, evaluation form, a.nd direction sheet were 
Jnimeographed and distributed to each instructor about eight wee:Y..s before the 
end or tho term so tr.!B. t the'!J could become familiar \d. th it and use it as 
they saw fit, before the time of the actual evaluation of student clinical 
practice. 
A conference was held with the forty-five students to O".L"ient them to 
the study'. A cow of the descriptive behavior guide, evaluation form, and 
direction sheet was given to each student. The purposes of the study were 
d.escribedJ the construction of the scale was explained; and the form for 
1a"1tten evaluations and the direction sheet were reviewed. The students 
('. ~ere allowed to keep the evaluation tool to use as they saw fitJ and, they 
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were asked to cooperate in answering a questionnaire relative to the scale. 
~uation ot the Tool 
The effectiveness of the tool developed in this study was based on 
answers obtained from the two sets ot questionnaires which were used 1 one 
tor the instructors and one for the students. 'fwo 'ftlidi ty tests were per-
formed. No reliability test was done. Since this tool was used only once, 
tor the purpose ot this study, it was felt there was insufficient data on 
which to determine reliability. This decision was based on a review ot 
literature and the following statement by Proehlick and HoytlO: 
•••••• !teliability ot ratings increases it judgments 
ot a number ot persona about the same individual are 
pooled. 
" Rescription or the Instructor Questionnaire 
A questionnaire composed of open-ended questions was devised and used 
to obtain data on the instructors' reaction to the rating scale. This 
questionnaire contained ten questions pertaining to the use of the guide 1 
five questions pertaining to the use of the direction sheet, and, four 
questions pertaining to the evaluation form. A sample of the instructor 
questionnaire will be found in Appendix E. 
pescription or the Student Questionnaire 
To obtain the students• reaction to the rating scale and to their 
clinical practice evaluation, a questionnaire composed of eight open-ended 
lOc. P. Proehlick and X. B. Hoyt, Guidance Testing and Other Student 
lppraisal Procedures tor Teachers and Counselors (Cliicagor science Research 
.,., ~ssociation1 Inc., 1959), P• 246. 
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questions was devised and used. A sample of the student questionnaire will 
be found in Appendix 1 • 
. Description of Validity Tests 
To determine to what extent the grades obtained by the use of the 
rating scale agreed with some other measure of clinical ability the 
correlation of dichotomized variables was used. 'l'he school of nursing in 
which this study was done divided freshman students into "high" and "low" 
abUity groups at the beginning ot the year. The abUity groupings were 
based on the ACE and Natural Science scores on the National League for 
Nursing Prenursing Blwdnation, and1 on the student's achievement in high 
school. Following the determination of grades based on the use of the scale, 
the students were again placed into two groups 1 depending on whether they' 
received high or low grades on the rating scale. The phi coefficient ot 
correlation was then calculated for the two sets of rankings. 
The second test of validity was baaed on the comparison and correlation 
of clinical practice grades derived by the use of the scale with grades 
reoei ved for the theoretical classroom instruction during the same term in 
which this study was carried on. SymondaU atatesa 
The bases and methods of evaluation for these different 
purposes need not be identical., but they should agree 
aubstantiall7. They should present the same picture 
ot the individual even though they- are obtained by 
di.t'ferent methods 1 recorded in ditferent ways and are 
intended to be used for different purposes. 
ll:percival M. Symonds 1 "Evaluation in Professional F.ducation" 1 f' lfursing OUtlook (V, March l9S7) 1 P• 166. 
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CHAPTEa IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation and Discussion of Data 
In this chapter the data vill. be presented and discussed. The 
results of the val.idi·t-.1 t.ests and the instructor and student questionnaires 
Will be summarized. 
Validity of the Scale 
' 
'fhe validity of this scale was tested in two ways. Based on the 
National League of Nursing Prenursing Eltamination scores in ACE and Natural 
Science, students were placed in "high" and •low" ability groups, twenty-
three ranking in the high group and twenty-two in the low group. The 
:tittieth percentile was used as the cut ott point tor the prenursing scores. 
Following the det~tion ot a grade on the use ot the rating scale the 
students were again placed in two groups 1 depending on whether t.~ey received 
a high or a low grade on the rating scale. The "high" ability group was 
considered C+ and above. Thirty-two students were placed in tthigh" grade 
category and thirteen students were in the "low" grade category. Figure l 
Ulustrates the results of this study. 
Ability Grouping 
Prenursing Rating Scale 
High AbllitJ' 23 32 ss 
Low Ability 22 13 JS 
4S 4S 90 
Fig. 1.-- Comparison ot "High" and "Low" AbUitT 
Grouping Based on Prenursing ACE and Natural Science 
Scores and the Same Grouping Baaed on Clinical Practice 
Grades Detem.ined by Use ot Bating Scale. 
The phi coefficient of correlation for these two measures of ability 
is .33. According to McNemarl a phi coefficient of .33 is large enough to 
.-eject at the .OS level the null hypothesis of no correlation. Therefore, 
this correlation is statistica.lly significant tor this size group, indicatine 
that the rating scale did measure what it was set up to measure. 
'!'he second test for validitY' involved the comparison of clinical 
grades, determined on the basis of the rating scale 1 and the theoretical 
grades in Nursing for the particular term in which the study' was done. 
Figure 2 Ulustrates the results of the caaparisons. 
Point differences 0 1 2 3 4 
Number of studenta s 16 ll 9 3 
fig. 2.-- Comparison of Point Differences 
Between Theoretical and Practice Grades. 
s 
1 
f" 1~uinn McNemar, Paz?hologioal Statistics (New Yorkt John Wile:y Son, 
~"'-· ~· -~. ~;;;o;:-:=~~~9.$~~ 1_}:.~-- ~~~,--·="=~=~".;:;:~;::·=-'"''''"·"="'~"''=· --·--=-~-==c=.:=='""".o:.c=·- .. ;:;.:.·~·-- ~ ;c.;..:~;~~:-~:·c · '· ---· ~-cc:: "·'-' 
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This figure ~thaws that there was a difference of two points or less 
between theoretical and practice grades of n per cent ot the total clasa ~ 
fort;r-t1ve atudents. This closenesa of grades was further indication ot t: e 
'ftl.idit;r ot the rating scala. The Spearaan rank-difference ooJTel.ation2 
between the theoretical and practical grades was .37. 
Instructor Questionnaire Data 
Basic to determining the ettecti venus of the rating scale as an 
evaluation instrwaent and in order to obtain the overall reactions of the 
inatructors to its use. a questionnaire for instructors was devised. The 
tind1 ngs were as follows t 
ln. 
1. All of the inatructors indicated that the descriptions of 
behartor were of assistance in detemining which grade 
category a given stndent should be placed in. 'fhree ot 
the instructors had dittioult;r discriminating between. 
"Ccmaendable• and •outstarJdina• behavior. 
2. Two or the instructors felt the described behaviors were 
attainable bT .freshman atudcta. Three or th• questioned 
the attai.Dabili ty- ot •autstaDd1.ng• levels by' freshman 
students. 
3. Three of the instruotal"s felt that the rating scale helped 
th• in arriving at a more aocurate and objective grade• 
and because they all used the same criteria they felt the 
ruuJ.tant grade for each student vas lllOre reliable. The 
follow1nc statement vas made by one instructora 
At times when I felt a student was outstanding 
or otherwise. I would haTe to change ury sub-
jective opinion whc I consulted the described 
behaviors using the iDatancea recorded on the 
anecdotal record. All the studatts were 
certainly being· evaluated on the same criteria. 
One of the instructors felt she bad inadequate evidence 
to substantiate COlllllent, aince she had been in the 
position onl7 a short time. One of the responses 
se-.ed unrelated to the question. 
4. Two ot the instructors stated that the descriptive 
behavior guide helped them in selecting more mean-
i.Dgtul experiences. Two of them said it was somewhat 
helpful, but not alwqa used. One instructor said it 
was not helpfUl, COJIIDlenting, "Maybe I'm not using this 
guide to the greatest extent, but I can•t see how it 
would help.• 
S. Three instructors felt the rating scale was useful in 
their guidance and counseling tu.nction with students. 
Two instructors felt that it was not useful in guidance 
of students and did not use the scale in this way. 
6. Three instructors felt that the rating scale vas 
helpful in interpreting student standing to the 
admin1 strator of the program. One inatructor felt 
she had had no occasion to use the tool for this 
purpose. One instructor did not respond to the 
question. 
1. Pour of the instructors felt that the rating scale 
helped them in keeping more accurate and objective 
da.i.ly evaluations. !hq felt their anecdotal notes 
were more det&Ued and descriptive of student 
behavior since they had use ot the guide. One 
instructor did not feel it was ot value. 
a. Three of the instructors stated the;y felt more 
secure about holding 8Yaluation conferences after 
having used the guide to arrive at a clinical 
practice grade, because thq bad more concrete 
evidence to go 'b7. Two of the responses seemed 
'WU'elated to the question asked. 
9. Three of the instructors indicated that students• 
reaction was more favorable to the report of their 
progress. The;y indicated that since the students 
lalew the basis of the evaluation, they felt it was a 
fair grade. Two of the instructors noted no 
particular student reaction. 
10. Two of the instructors thought the rating scale was 
easy to use and not time COllSUidng. Three of the 
instructors felt it was more time consuming, but 
ot.t'ered the following quali.!';ying comments a 
I felt I thought over the student's clinical 
performance more critical.l7 and objectively. 
The outcome is DlOre objective and realistic. 
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It helped to give a grade that was more 
accurate to fort;r•five students b.y five 
different instructors. 
ll. All of the instructors felt the scale with revision was 
worth using again. 
The overall reaction to the use of the rating scale was favorable. 
There were recommendations tor rewordin&, tor more definite examples of 
actual performance and for more conciseness to the statements. other 
comments which seeaed to have definite implication in regard to the rating 
scale weret 
With more frequent use, and with it in 
mind when doing da1l.y evaluations it 
will be :much easier to digest. 
We should look over the descriptive 
behaviors and come up nth some real 
examples of student performance for 
the various levels of performance. 
More on actual practice, less on theoey. 
Find it helps me think more clearq and 
objectively'. 
The overall response to the questions referring to the direction sheet 
were that it was valuable and necessary for the use of the rating scale and 
tor grade determination. However, there was general concern over equal 
weighting of objectives in grade determination. There was a general .feeling 
that students ability to •do" was outweighed by her knowing "how" and "why'" 
The reaction to the form for written comments was generalzy favorable. 
!hree instructors felt it was adequate as it was constructed, while two or 
·them felt there was inadequate space for comments. One instructor felt the 
torm was not convenient to work With. The qualitying comment was directed 
~"=~=J'~_th~-~0'~--~~~U,""-~~~~t desc':iptive be~:!'!O.-E~-~~~!I?~~"~tn:A_~~ '·'"='"- ·""·· "~""""--"'-'··~-o:-;c,.= 
f" fora. Two instructors felt strongly that the objectives should be weighted, 
especially objectives I 11 61 and 7. 
To summarize the findings on the basis of the information obtained 
from the instructor questionnaire, it appeared that the rating scale met the 
purposes for which it was constructed in the following areas: 
1. It helped instructors determine into which grade 
category a given student should be placed. 
2. It helped the instructors in arriving at a more 
consistent and objective grade for all students. 
3. It helped the instructors in keeping more detailed 
anecdotal notes and in daily evaluation of student 
practice. 
Student Questionnaire Data 
To determine how the students reacted to being evaluated on the basis 
•f the rating scale 1 a questionnaire was devised. Since three students had 
Withdrawn trom the school by the time the questionnaire was used• the findings 
are based on the responses from :t'orty•two students. The findings t-Iere as 
tollowst 
1. El.ght7-three per cent of the students responded favorably 
to eYaluation on the basis ot specifically stated objectives. 
Some of the COllllllents were1 
I felt that I had a definite goal to work up 
to. I had something to ccmpa.re myself with. 
I feel that the evaluation was fair. I under-
stood more olear]J' how I was being marked. 
It helped to show were I needed to improve. 
The specific objectives let the student know 
exactly what is expected of her. 
The 17 per cent of the students who responded unfavorably 
seemed to feel the evaluation which they reoei ved was not 
consistent with the guide. An example of such a comment 
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i~ ~ reaction was not good, I did not think it was 
related to the guide at all." 
2. Ninety-three per cent of the students :felt the grade re-
ceived when this rating scale was used was fairly arrived 
at and had more meaning in terms of achievEment because 
they lmew what criteria were used to determine the grade. 
Typical comments were 1 
The grade was much more de.f'ined and meant 
more to me because I not only received a 
grade but also why I received it and how I 
attained it. 
It helped me to understand the reasons for 
it, also the instructorts 00111llents went 
along with it1 further aiding me to see my 
weak points. 
3. Ninety-eight per cent of the students felt that the review 
or the guide helped them to understand what was expected 
or them and how they could improve their clinical perform-
ance. Some typical comments were& 
With the approved goals clearly defined 
in the guide the student realizes what 
she must strive for and thus the realiza-
tion of what she is seeking becomes one 
of the major steps toward better nursing 
and final.l.y a better mark. 
I think the review of the guide helps you 
to see just what constitutes a lazy nurse 
and an ambitious nurse and points out the 
need of being a real conscientious nurse. 
4. Ninety-n..i.ne per cent of the students indicated that the 
clinical practice objectives and the descriptions of 
behavior W*'!'e Of value to them in appraising their own 
strengths and wealmesses. Some of the comments were t 
With definite requiranents written out, 
the student can use the guide to base 
her self-evaluation on. 
They have been a great help to m.e. I 
read them over and can tell what I am 
doing wrong and how I should improve. 
I also think it makes a student tey 
harder to improve herself. 
It showed rq downfalls and gave me some-
thing to work tor because I knew exactJT 
where I stood. During this last ward 
expe~iece 1 I feel I have improved greatly. 
I ws able to combat rq weaker points, it 
mace a challenge more or leas. 
5. linety-eight per cent of the students stated they wanted 
to know where they stood :1n each categoey 1 because this 
motivated them to work harder. .Representative statements 
wer~t 
I feel that if I lmow where I stand I can 
improve on 't!J7 weak points and broaden my' 
atron;;er ones. I want to be told what I 
am doing wrong so I can improve. 
It satisfied rq curiosity as to whether 
I was doing what I thought I was doing 
right. It gave me a good. idea of how I 
was actually doing in l1'I1' work. 
I think it was very good. If you were low 
it should make ;rou work even harder to get 
up top. U you ware high it would give you 
self-confidence. 
6. All students felt that the eTalua.tion they had received 
would contribute to their improvement in the next 
clinical area. 'l'.r.Piaal. statements werea 
I think 1 t will aid me in the tu ture beoause 
it contained not onl;r COJIDlents but also 
criticisma on ~ work performance. 
With each experience I will know ex.aot:b' 
where I stand and tey to improve it on the 
next ward experience. 
Most of the students felt that the guide and evaluation form were 
satistactoey and offered no suggestions tor illprovement. One comment 
mentioned by several students was the need for more space for comments ~or 
both student and. teacher. Other com.'nents which were of interest referred to 
clinical instructors• use of the guide. Several students felt thB.t it was 
not followed or used to its best advantage. So:De of the students felt thq 
could benefit more from the evaluation if the form was made in duplicate and .. 
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they could have a oop;r. They .f'elt thq could not alwa.ys remember their 
weaknesses after they lett the instructor• a of'.f'ice. A small percentage o.f' 
the students thought levels of achievements were not always attainable. 
()ne such response wast 
I think some were quite steep-it seemed as 
though you•d almost have to be perfect to 
get an 11411 1 but, then, I guess an "A" is 
quite a bit above the average and besides with 
a higher goal you are bound to get a higher 
~ark trying to reach the goal. It gives you 
a greater drive. 
All of the students felt the rating scale should be used again and 
aost of them said they review'ed the guide before going on the wards for 
clinical practice. 
On the basis of these findings from the students• questionnaire, it 
can be said that the rating scale met the two purposes which were primariJ.7 
etudent centered • 
l. A better understanding of the objectives o.f' the 
clinical practice and what is ex.pected or her 
in the clinical area. 
2. A guide to use in self-evaluation and as a 
stimulus to max:1mum aohiev•umt. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIOllS AND .R.lroOM11aiDATIONS 
The pr:i:mary' purpose of this stltd1' was to develop an evaluation 
instrument, based on clirrl.oal practice objectives, which could be used in 
the determination of grades for clinical performance of the freshman student 
in the course in Bursing of a specific diploma school ot nursing. 
The basis for justification was an awareness of the need for improved 
methods ot evaluation in the cli.nical area and the facult7' a wish to 
accomplish this goal before the next accreditation survey. It was further 
believed that the resultant tool would provide a device which would (l) aid 
in evaluating students' practice more scientifica.lly' and obj ecti v~J 
(2) be practical to useJ (3) aid in selection of more meaningful learning 
experiences for studentsJ (4) help in interpretation o.t progress to students, 
parents and administratorJ (5) assist in the estimation of' student growthJ 
and (6) aid the student in self-evaluation activities. 
An extensive survey o.t literature revealed that in both education and 
industry the use of various eTaluation devices is advocated. The rating 
scale, in particular, was considered an effective device, provided it was 
constructed on the basie of established principles and those who used it 
were properly oriented. Therefore, the development of a rating scale, as the 
evaluation instrument, was undertaken. 
Clinical practice objectives for the course in Bursing were formulated 
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prior to construction of the scale, since the behavioral descriptions in the 
scale were ultimately based on these objectives. 
The scale itself was made up of four behavioral descriptions--one of 
behavior which might be exhibited by an "Outstanding" studentJ one which 
might be exhibited by a "Commendable" student J one which might be exhibited 
by" an "Acceptable• student; and one of behavior which might be ecchibited by' 
a "Lind ted" student. Descriptions were written for each of the seY'en 
clinical practice objectives so that the instructor, based on a review of 
anecdotal records.- could decide to what degree the student had achieved each 
of these objectives. 
A letter grade was established for each of the four levels of 
performance and a plus (+) or minus (•) was also used to allow for range 
within the grade. On this basis the instructor could choose the grade 
assigned to the level which contained the behavioral descriptions most 
consistent with the student's actual performance. The overall grade for 
clinical practice would be obtained b,y averaging whatever objectives were 
evaluated. 
An evaluation form was devised following the construction of the scale. 
This was needed as a summar;y record on which to record the clinical practice 
grade as well as coDDnents pertinent to actual student performance. 
In order to orient instructors and students to the use and purposes 
,of the scale and the evaluation form, a direction sheet was written. 
When the scale was evaluated, two tests for validity revealed 
positive and significant correlations to the degree that the scale could be 
considered to have met these criteria satisfactorily. Jteliabili ty tests were 
('\ not performed because of lack of data. 
!wo questionnaires, one student oriented and one instructor orie-nted, 
revealed that the major purposes ot the study were met. On the whole, both 
groups were favorably impressed with the tool and were willing that, with 
revision, it be used again. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of this study, the following conclusions seemed 
~ustified: 
1. The rating scale, even though more time consuming, 
provided a more objective and scientific method for 
grade determination. 
2. The use of the scale reduced instructor bias and 
the trial and error activities in the determination 
of the grade for clinical practice • 
.3. The rating scale if used over a period of time will 
provide a more consistent record of student performance. 
4. The rating scale was helpf'ul to some degree to 80 
per cent of the instructors in selecting learning 
experiences for students. 
S. The rating scale assisted 60 per cent of the faculty 
in a guidance and counseling tunction with students. 
6. The rating scale was helpful to 60 per cent of the 
instructors in interpreting student standing to the 
adJdnistrator. 
7. The rating scale was used by 80 per cent of the 
faculty for more effective anecdotal records and 
daily evaluations. 
8 • The rating scale assisted the student in the 
assumption of increased self-evaluation activities. 
9. The rating scale served as a sti.mu.lus to student 
achievement. 
10. The form for written evaluative comments provided 
a systematic method for recording of the grade and 
pertinent comments. 
4S 
11. The sheet of directions proved useful and will 
be valuable in orientation of new}7 appointed 
ta.cul ty members • 
lteco.mmendations 
On the 'basis of this study, the following recommendations are offered a 
l. 'l'hat this rating scale- following turther study of 
behavioral descriptions in an attempt to reduce 
the senantic barriers, be used and eval.ua.ted again 
in the same program. 
2. That continuous ettort be expended toward the more 
objective recording of' anecdotal notations. 
3. That check lists be developed for specific procedures 
to be used in relation to objectbe II 3. 
4. That continuous study and subsequent revision of 
clinical practice objectives be undertaken. 
5. That continuous study be made of the various factors 
contributing to bias in the area of student evaluation 
in the clinical field. 
6. That students review the ratL'lg scale frequently as 
an aid to continuing self-evaluation. 
1. That a faculty in•service program on the methods, 
purposes and uses of evaluation be planned. 
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APP!NDIX A 
CURRICULUM OB.J ll:TIVBS 
The objectives of the curricul.um area 
1. To assist the student to develop a concept of comprehensiye CU"8 
by utUising lmowledge ~eel in the biologic and peyaical 
sciences, the nursing sciences and the social sciencas. 
2. To help the student to develop the ability to use pertinent 
resource material in preparing a fiead.ble1 patient centered 
plan of nursing care 1-T:ai.ch provides for continuity or care 
and maximal rehabilitation ot the patient • 
.3. To assist the studlllt to develop the ald.lla necessaey to administer 
a plan o:r nursing care which provides fort appropriate participa• 
tion of the patient, f~ 1 and other members of the health tea.J 
sa!'e etficient perf'ol'llalloe of nursing procedures 1 administration 
ot medications, and treatmctaJ modification of these measures in 
deference to tne patien~s pb;ysical and emotional needs. 
4. !o assist the student to deYelop the ability to handle an 
emergency situation etfeotiYel7 by initiating emergency measures 
which provide for iDilecliat.s care or the patient 1 notification ot 
appropriate personnel and assembl.in& of necessary equipment. 
5. To assist the student to develop the ability to obserYe physical 
and psychological responses ot patimts to disease, theraw, 
and enviroraentJ to record and report these obserYations with 
clarity and accuraq. 
6. !o assist the student to develop the ability to teach the patilllt 
or a £8Jiiq member home care, 9118Z'g811C7 and preventative measures 
and to make arrangements when neceesar.r for referral to other 
COIImlnitT agencies. 
7. To assist the student to d~JYelop the ablli ty to convey to the 
patient a feeling of acceptance, a concern for his welfare, a 
w1llingness to listen 1 and an interest in his needs. 
B. To assist the student to work cooperative~ with other members 
of the nursing and health teas through lmowledge and appreciation 
of their reapectiYe roles and by application of accepted principles 
of interpersonal relationships. 
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9. To assist the student to deYelop the ability to evaluate the 
ettectiTtmesa of her nursiDg care plan by studying the total 
effect on the patient, conferring with other members of the 
nursing and health teams, utUizing objective devices and 
revising the total plan whenever necessary. 
10. To assist the student to develop acceptable physical. characteris-
tics recogrdzing the need for good grooming and appropriate 
dress, a pleasing 'Voice, the Talue of good mental and physical 
health, both tor her own happiness and that of others. 
11. To assist the student to develop additional intellectual 
cbaracteristies Eapbasizing sld.l.ls in problem solving, self• 
upression 1 and selt-improv•ent. 
12. To assist the student to cultivate her social standards and 
't'Bl.ues, reco¢zing the dignity of the individual, co1ltormi.ng 
to the profession • s oode of ethics and adhering to her awn 
religious belief's. 
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08 .J EC T I V E I 
OUTSTANDING 
APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTIVE BEHAV lOR GUIDE 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY AND INTERPRET THE PATIENT'S NEEDS 
UTILIZING SOURCE MATERIALS IN PREPARING AN INDIVIIDUALIZED 
PLAN OF CARE F'OR EACH PATIENT. 
THE STUDENT CONSISTENTLY RECOGNIZES THE BASIC PHYSICAL 11 PSYCHO• 
LOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL NEEDS OF' ALL PEOPLE SUCH AS FOOD, FLUID 11 REST AND 
SLEEP, OXYGEN, ELIMINATION• WARMTH AND SHELTER 11 ACCEPTANCE, SECURITY AND 
SELF-REALIZATION AND SHOWS EVIDENCE Or A THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING THAT BASIC 
NEEDS VARY IN MAINTAINING HEALTH. NuRSING CARE PLANS GIVE EVIDENCE OF" THE 
STUDENT HAVING DONE EXTENSIVE BACKGROUND STUDY ON EACH PATIENT AND OF" AN 
UNUSUAL ABILITY JN UTILIZING INF'ORMATION FROM SOURCE MATERIALS SUCH AS 
CHARTS11 KARDEX, LITERATURE• PATIENT AND FAMILY AND OTHER PERSONNEL AS A 
BASIS FOR IDENTIFYING SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS MANIFESTED BY THE PATIENT. 
IN INDIVIDUALIZING THE NURSING CARE PLAN SHE CONSIDERS PERSONAL AND EN-
VIRONMENTAL F'ACTORS INFLUENCING THE PLAN OF' CARE AND EASILY MAKES ADJUST-
MENTS TO MEET SPECIF"IC NEEDS OF EACH PATIENT WHICH ARE WITHIN HER ABILITIES 
AN'- LIMITATIONS. 
COMMENDABLE 
THE STUDENT RECOGNIZES MOST OF THE BASIC PHYSICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL 
AND SOCIOLOGICAL NEEDS OF ALL PEOPLE AND APPEARS TO HAVE A GOOD UNDERSTAN•· 
lNG THAT NEEDS VARY IN MAINTAINING HEALTH. NURSING CARE PLANS GENERALLY 
SHOW FORETHOUGHT AND THE STUDENT IS ABLE TO ADEQUATELY UTILIZE INF"ORMATION 
FROM SOURCE MATERIALS AS A BASIS FOR IDENTI F'YING THE USUAL PROBLEMS MANI• 
FESTED BY THE PATIENT BUT MAY NEED ASSISTANCE IN IDENTIFYING LESS OBVIOUS 
PROBLEMS OF CULTURAL OR SOCIAL NATURE• SHE CONSIDERS PERSONAL AND EN-
VIRONMENTAL F'ACTORS-INFLUENCING THE PLAN OF CARE AND USUALLY CAN MAKE 
-3-
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ADJUSTMENTS TO MEET THE NEEDS 0~ EACH PATIENT WHICH ARE WITHIN HER 
ABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS. 
ACCEPTABLE 
THE STUDENT GENERALLY RECOGNIZES THE BASIC PHYSIOLOGICAL• 
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL NEEDS BUT NEEDS ASSISTANCE IN RECOGNIZING 
THAT THESE NEEDS VARY IN MAINTAINING HEALTH. THE STUDENT GENERALLY SHOWS 
EVIDENCE 0~ BACKGROUND STUDY AND OF USING SOURCE MATERIALS TO IDENTI~Y 
NEEDS OF PATIENTS BUT NEEDS ASSISTANCE IN UTILIZING INFORMATION IN THE 
PLAN or CARE TO MEET SPECIFIC NEEDS OF THE INDIVIDUAL PATIENT. THE STUDENT 
GENERALLY CONSIDERS THE OBVIOUS PERSONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN-
FLUENCING THE PLAN OF CARE BUT MAY MISS THOSE THAT ARE LESS OBVIOUS SUCH 
AS ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL FACTORS AND PREVIOUS ILLNESS. SHE GENERALLY CAN 
MAKE ADJUSTMENTS TO MEET OBVIOUS NEEDS or EACH PATIENT WHICH ARE WITHIN 
HER ABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS. 
liMITED 
THE STUDENT SHOWS LITTLE ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE THE BASIC NEEDS 
EVEN AFTER REPEATED ASSISTANCE IN THIS AREA. SHE USES SOURCE MATERIALS TO 
A LIMITED DEGREE• SHOWS AN INADEQUATE UNDERSTANDING OF BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
AND HAS CONSIDERABLE DIFFICULTY IN RELATING CONTENT OF THESE TO PATIENT 
NEEDS· THE STUDENT'S PLAN OF CARE SELDOM SHOWS CONSIDERATION FOR EVEN THE 
OBVIOUS PERSONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE PATIENT CARE. 
THE STUDENT HAS DIFFICULTY IN MAKING ADJUSTMENTS OR CHANGING BEHAVIOR TO 
MEET THE PATIENT'S NEEDS. 
-4-
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OB ... ECTI VE II 
OUTSTANDING 
ABILITY TO ORGANIZE NURSING ASSIGNMENT IN A LOGICAL, 
REALISTIC AND FLEXIBLE SEQUENCE SO PATIENT NEEDS ARE 
PROVIDED F"OR AND ADJUSTMENTS CAN BE MADE AS CIRCUMSTANCES 
REQUIRE THEM IN THE CLINICAL SITUATION• 
THE STUDENT DEMONSTRATES AN EXCEPTIONAL ABILITY TO ASSUME 
RESPONSIBILITY F'OR HER NURSING ASSIGNMENT. SHE BEGINS NURSING ASSIGNMENT 
SYSTEMATICALLY AND GIVES CAREFUL ATTENTION TO ESSENTIAL !'"ACTORS OF" PATIENT 
CARE F"IRST. (EXAMPLE: VISITS ASSIGNED PATIENTS AND TAKES CARE OF" IMMEDIATE 
NEEDS BEFORE STARTING TO GIVE COMPLETE CARE TO ANY ONE PATIENT.) THE 
STUDENT'S ASSIGNMENT IS CONSISTENTLY NEAT AND IS COMPLETED IN THE ALLOTTED 
TIME WITH CONSIDERATION OF" THE PATIENT AND THE TOTAL CLINICAL SITUATION. 
SHE EASILY ADJUSTS ASSIGNMENT TO MEET USUAL INTERRUPTIONS AND EF"F"ECTIVELY 
DISTRIBUTES TIME AND ENERGY. THE STUDENT SHOWS A HIGH DEGREE OF" RESOURCE-
F'ULNESS IN MEETING EMERGENCY SITUATIONS AND 18 ABLE TO MAINTAIN COMPOSURE 
AND ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN HER ABILITIES WITH A MINIMUM AMOUNT OF' 
INSTRUCTOR GUIDANCE. 
COMMENDABLE 
THE STUDENT USUALLY DEMONSTRATES A HIGH DEGREE OF" RESPONSIBILITY 
F'OR HER NURSING ASSIGNMENT• SHE BEGINS NURSING ASSIGNMENT SYSTEMATICALLY 
MOST OF" THE TIME AND GIVES ATTENTION TO ESSENTIAL !'"ACTORS OF" PATIENT CARE 
F"IRSTo SHE ALLOWS roR ADJUSTMENT OF" ASSIGNMENT IN USUAL INTERRUPTION AND 
DISTRIBUTES TIME AND ENERGY EF"F"ECTIVELY SO THAT ASSIGNMENT IS USUALLY NEAT 
ANO COMPLETE IN ALLOTTED TIME. THE STUDENT EXHIBITS SOME ~.GREE or SKILL IN 
MODIFYING PLAN OF" CARE IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS AND IS ABLE TO MAINTAIN COM-
POSURE AND ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN HER ABILITIES BUT MAY NEED DIRECTION 
TO DO SO • 
-5-
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AccEPTABLE 
THE STUDENT GENERALLY ORGANIZES NURSING ASSIGNMENT SATISFACTORILY 
IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS GIVING CONSIDERATION TO PRIORITIES BUT NEEDS ASSIST-
ANCE IN MAKING ADJUSTMENT WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES ARISE WHICH REQUIRE CONSIDERABLE 
MODIFICATION OF ORIGINAL PLAN. THE STUDENT TENDS TO BECOME INEFFECTIVE IN 
UTILIZING TIME AND ENERGY AND JN COMPLETING ASSIGNMENT WHEN ORIGINAL PLAN IS 
DISRUPTED. SHE GENERALLY NEEDS ASSISTANCE IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS, MAY 
RECOGNIZE AND REPORT THESE SITUATIONS BUT DOES NOT RECOGNIZE ACTION TO BE 
TAKEN. THE STUDENT USUALLY RESPONDS WITH REASONABLE POISE AND JUDGMENT WHEN 
UNDER ORDINARY PRESSURE. 
LIMITED 
THE STUDENT APPROACHES DAILY ASSIGNMENTS WITHOUT FORESIGHT OR 
SYSTEMATIC PLANNING· EVEN WITH ASSISTANCE THE STUDENT CANNOT UTILIZE TIME 
AND ENERGY EFFECTIVELY TO COMPLETE ASSIGNMENT JN ALLOTTED TIME. SHE IS 
UNABLE TO MAINTAIN COMPOSURE OR ASSUME ANY RESPONSIBILITY IN EMERGENCY 
SITUATIONS EVEN WHEN DIRECTED. SHE LOSES CONTROL AND FUNCTIONS INADEQUATELY 
UNDER PRESSURE SO THAT SHE IS A "HINDRANCE RATHER THAN A HELP8 • 
-6-
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OBJECTIVE I I I 
OUTSTANDING 
ABILITY TO CARRY OUT THE PLAN 0~ CARE SO THAT PHYSICAL, 
EMOTIONAL, SPIRITUAL, SOCIAL AND TEACHING NEEDS 0~ PATIENTS 
ARE MET. 
THE STUDENT SHOWS AN EXCEPTIONAL UNDERSTANDING 0~ PRINCIPLES 
UNDERLYING THE THERAPEUTIC PLAN 0~ CAR£ WITHIN HER ABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS. 
THE STUDENT GAINS PATIENT COOPERATION BY TACT~UL AND THOROUGH INTERPRETATION 
0~ WHAT IS TO BE DON£. SHE CONSISTENTLY EXHIBITS A HIGH LEVEL 0~ PERFORMANCE 
IN CARRYING OUT NURSING PROCEDURES SA~ELY, ON TIME, WITH PATIENT COM~ORT IN 
MIND AND WITH MINIMUM EXPENDITURE 0~ TIME, E~~ORT AND MATERIALS. SHE SKILL-
FULLY MODI~IES PROCEDURES TO MEET SITUATIONAL NEEDS. MbDI~ICATIONS PROVIDE 
~OR PATIENT'S DESIRES, CONSIDER PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL RESPONSES 0~ THE 
PATIENT, THERAPEUTIC E~~ECTIVENESS, PREVENTABLE COMPLICATIONS AND AVAILABLE 
MATERIALS. THE STUDENT EXHIBITS AN UNUSUAL AWARENESS 0~ TEACHING OPPOR-
TUNITIES AND IS ABLE TO INITIATE A PLAN 0~ ACTION WITHIN HER ABILITIES AND 
LIMITATIONS. SHE READILY RECALLS AND APPLIES KNOWLEDGE GAINED IN PREVIOUS 
EXPERIENCE TO NEW SITUATIONS. 
CoMMENDABLE 
THE STUDENT USUALLY SHOWS A GOOD UNDERSTANDING 0~ PRINCIPLES 
UNDERLYING THE THERAPEUTIC PLAN 0~ CARE AND IS ABLE TO GAIN PATIENT COOPERA-
TION THROUGH CARE~UL EXPLANATION 0~ WHAT IS TO BE DONE. THIS STUDENT MAY 
HAVE DI~FICULTY IN CARRYING OUT PROCEDURES ON ~IRST PER~ORMANCE AND WHEN 
PLAN IS DISRUPTED BUT UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS DEMONSTRATES A HIGH LEVEL 0~ 
PERFORMANCE IN CARRYING OUT PROCEDURES WITH PATIENT SAFETY AND COM~ORT IN 
MIND, ON TIME AND WITH MINIMAL EXPENDITURE 0~ TIME, EF~ORT AND MATERIALS. 
SHE IS ABLE TO MODI~Y PROCEDURES SKILLFULLY TO MEET SITUATIONAL AND PATIENT 
NEEDS WHEN THESE ARE OBVIOUS BUT MAY NEED ASSISTANCE IN COMPLEX SITUATIONS. 
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USUALLY THE STUDENT RECOGNIZES TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN HER ABILITIES 
AND LIMITATIONS AND IS USUALLY ABLE TO RECALL AND APPLY KNOWLEDGE GAINED 
IN PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE TO NEW SITUATIONS. 
AccEPTABLE 
THE STUDENT SHOWS A GOOD UNDERSTANDING Or PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING 
THERAPEUTIC PLAN Or CARE. SHE EXPLAINS PLAN Or CARE TO PATIENT AND ESTAB-
LISHES A COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP IN UNCOMPLICATED SITUATIONS BUT MAY NEED 
ASSISTANCE IN COMPLEX SITUATIONS. SHE GENERALLY CARRIES OUT NURSING PRO-
CEDURES SArELY, ON TIME AND WITH PATIENT COMrORT IN MIND. THE STUDENT'S 
MOTIONS ARE GENERALLY PURPOSEFUL AND WASTE STEPS AND WASTE ErrORTS ARE KEPT 
TO A MINIMUM UNDER NORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES. THE STUDENT MAY NEED ASSISTANCE 
IN MODIFYING PROCEDURE TO MEET SITUATIONAL NEEDS ESPECIALLY WHEN ATTEMPTING 
TO PROTECT PATIENT OR HELP PATIENT IN STRESS-PRODUCING SITUATIONS. SHE 
ANTICIPATES PATIENT'S PHYSICAL NEEDS READILY BUT MAY NOT SHOW A CONSCIOUS-
NESS Or EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL NEEDS. RECALLS AND APPLIES KNOWLEDGE rROM 
• 
PREVIOUS SITUATIONS WHEN ASSISTED. 
liMITED 
THE STUDENT DISPLAYS A LIMITED KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING Or 
PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THERAPEUTIC PLAN Or CARE. SHE IS INSECURE AND 
HESITANT IN APPROACH TO PATIENT AND SELDOM PREPARES PATIENT rOR WHAT IS 
TO BE DONE;AS A RESULT HAS DlrriCULTY IN GAINING PATIENT COOPERATION. THE 
STUDENT HAS DlrriCULTY IN PERrORMING AND MODirYING PROCEDURES EVEN WITH 
REPEATED ASSISTANCE AND WITH REPEATED PERrORMANCE Or THE SAME ACTIVITY. 
THE STUDENT DOES NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE Or EVEN THE MOST OBVIOUS TEACHING 
~ 
OPPORTUNITIES AND SELDOM SEES RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE AND 
NEW SITUATIONS. 
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OBJECTIVE IV 
OUTSTANDING 
ABILITY TO REPORT AND RECORD PERTINENT INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE PATIENT. 
THE STUDENT DEMONSTRATES A KEEN SENSE OF ALERTNESS IN OBSERVING 
SIGNS OF ILLNESS AND DISABILITY AND CHANGES INPATIENT'S CONDITION. THE 
STUDENT PROMPTLY REPORTS IN A PROFESSIONAL MANNER MEANINGFUL INFORMATION 
TO THE PROPER PERSON. SHE PREPARES NEAT, LEGIBLE AND PRECISE WRITTEN 
REPORTS NOTING PATIENT'S PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL RESPONSE TO THERAPY AND 
TO HIS ENVIRONMENT AND GIVES ORAL REPORTS THAT ARE CLEAR AND ACCURATE. 
COMMENDABLE 
THE STUDENT IS ALERT IN OBSERVING SIGNS OF ILLNESS AND DISABILITY 
AND CHANGES IN PATIENT'S CONDITION AND REPORTS SIGNIFICANT AND MEANINGFUL 
INFORMATION PROMPTLY TO THE PROPER PERSON. SHE IS ABLE TO EXPRESS IDEAS 
CLEARLY, USING PROPER TERMINOLOGY MOST OF THE TIME BUT MAY NEED ASSISTANCE 
IN NEW AND COMPLEX SITUATIONS. THE STUDENT'S WRITTEN REPORTS ARE USUALLY 
NEAT, LEGIBLE AND PRECISE AND INCLUDE PATIENT'S REACTION TO THERAPY AND 
ENVIRONMENT. HER ORAL REPORTS ARE WELL EXPRESSED, CLEAR AND ACCURATE UNDER 
NORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES BUT MAY BE INCOMPLETE WHEN SHE IS UNDER PRESSURE. 
AccEPTABLE 
THE STUDENT IS GENERALLY ALERT TO SIGNS OF ILLNESS AND DISABILITY 
AND CAN BE RELIED UPON TO NOTE OUTSTANDING CHANGES IN PATIENT'S CONDITION 
AND REPORT THESE TO THE PROPER PERSON. SHE MAY NEGLECT TO REPORT OR RECORD 
LESS OBVIOUS CHANGES IN PATIENT'S CONDITION. THE STUDENT'S WRITTEN REPORTS 
ARE GENERALLY NEAT AND LEGIBLE AND PERTINENT FOR THE USUAL PATIENT SITUATION 
BUT MAY BE INCOMPLETE IF NUMEROUS ASPECTS OF CARE NEED TO BE RECORDED. HER 
ORAL REPORTS ARE GENERALLY CLEAR AND ACCURATE BUT MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY IS 
NOT ALWAYS USED JUDICIOUSLY• 
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ll Ml TED 
THE STUDENT HAS Dl f"f"ICULTV OBSERVING EVEN THE MOST OBVIOUS SIGNS 
Of" ILLNESS AND DISABILITY AND CHANGES IN PATIENT'S CONDITION EVEN AFTER 
REPEATED EXPERIENCE WITH THE SAME SITUATION. SHE OFTEN DOES NOT REPORT 
THE MOST OBVIOUS CHANGES UNLESS SPECIFICALLY TOLD TO LOOK f"OR CERTAIN 
SYMPTOMS. THE STUDENT'S WRITTEN AND ORAL REPORTS TEND TO BE POORLY 
ORGANIZED~ AWKWARDLY EXPRESSED AND USUALLY INCOMPLETE. 
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0B.JECTI VE V 
OUTSTANDING 
DEVELOP THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY WITH 
PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES AS WELL AS WITH MEMBERS OF 
THE NURSING TEAM AND THE HEALTH TEAM. 
THE STUDENT APPROACHES PATIENTS WITH A WARM, FRIENDLY, ASSURED 
MANNER AND IS ABLE TO CONVEY A FEELING OF ACCEPTANCE, A CONCERN FOR HIS 
WELFARE, A WILLINGNESS TO LISTEN AND AN INTEREST IN HIS NEEDS. $HE 
ESTABLISHES A GOOD THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATIVE RELATIONSHIP EVEN IN THE 
MORE TRYING PATIENT SITUATION. THE STUDENT IS SKILLFUL IN ENCOURAGING 
EITHER SOCIALIZATION OR VERBALIZATION WITH THE PATIENT AND IS ABLE TO 
ASSIST THE PATIENT IN STRESSFUL SITUATIONS. ~INTAINS POISE EVEN IN DIFFJ-
CULT EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL SITUATIONS WHICH MAY INVOLVE BOTH PATIENT ANI 
FAMILY, IS ABLE TO ASSUME BEHAVIOR APPROPRIATE TO THE SITUATION. SHE IS 
CONSIDERATE OF PATIENT'S FAMILY, ANSWERS QUESTIONS CLEARLY OR SEEKS ASSIST• 
ANCE F'ROM APPROPRIATE PERSON WHEN NOT ABLE TO DO SO. THE STUDENT IS ABLE 
TO WORK COOPERATIVELY WITH MEMBERS OF' THE HEALTH TEAM AND NURSING TEAM AND 
SHOWS AN EXCEPTIONAL UNDERSTANDING AND CONSIDERATION OF CO-WORKERS. SHE 
IS ALERT TO THE NEED OF' ASSISTING CO-WORKERS WHEN THE OCCASION ARISES AND 
ALWAYS ACTS IN A PROFESSIONAL BUT FRIENDLY MANNER WITH THEM. THE STUDENT 
USES GOOD JUDGMENT AND DIPLOMACY WHEN RESPONDING TO A SITUATION WHICH COULD 
EASILY AROUSE ANTAGONISTIC BEHAVIOR IN OTHERS. 
COMMENDABLE 
THE STUDENT USUALLY APPROACHES PATIENTS WITH A WARM, F'RI ENOLY 
AND ASSURED MANNER CONVEYING A FEELING OF' ACCEPTANCE, A CONCERN FOR PATIENT 
WELFARE, A WILLINGNESS TO LISTEN AND AN INTEREST IN HIS NEEDS, SHE IS ABLE 
TO ESTABLISH THERAPEUTIC CONVERSATION WITH MOST PATIENTS BUT MAY HAVE DIFF'I-
CULTY IN THIS AREA IF' PATIENT IS RESISTIVE OR EMOTIONALLY UPSET. SHE IS 
ABLE TO ASSIST PATIENT IN SOCIALIZATION AND VERBALIZATION TO MEET HIS NEEDS 
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BUT MAY FINO IT DIFFICULT TO 00 THIS WHEN INVOLVED IN A NEW AND PERHAPS 
COMPLEX ACTIVITY HERSELF• THE STUDENT IS CONSIDERATE OF PATIENT'S FAMILY 
AND ESTABLISHES GOOD RELATIONSHIPS, ANSWERS QUESTIONS CLEARLY WITHIN HER 
ABILITIES AND SEEKS ASSISTANCE WHEN NECESSARY. THE STUDENT IS ABLE TO 
WORK COOPERATIVELY WITH MEMBERS OF THE HEALTH TEAM AND NURSING TEAM AND 
IS UNDERSTANDING AND CONSIDERATE OF CO-WORKERS. SHE USUALLY SEES THE NEED 
OF ASSISTING CO-WORKERS WHEN THE OCCASION ARISES AND ACTS IN A PROFESSIONAL, 
FRIENDLY MANNER WITH THEM. SHE IS GENERALLY ABLE TO USE GOOD JUDGMENT AND 
DIPLOMACY WHEN RESPONDING TO SITUATIONS WHICH COULD AROUSE ANTAGONISTIC 
BEHAVIOR IN OTHERS BUT MAY NEED ASSISTANCE WHEN SITUATION INVOLVES HERSELF• 
ACCEPTABLE 
THE STUDENT GENERALLY APPROACHES PATIENTS IN A MANNER WHICH CON-
VEYS A FEELING OF ACCEPTANCE, A CONCERN FOR PATIENT WELFARE, A WILLINGNESS 
TO LISTEN AND AN INTE~T IN HIS NEEDS. IN UNCOMPLICATED SITUATIONS WHICH 
ARE WITHIN HER ABILITIES SHE IS ABLE TO ESTABLISH A THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICA-
TIVE RELATIONSHIP, BUT USUALLY NEEDS ASSISTANCE IN COMPLICATED SITUATIONS. 
SHE IS USUALLY ABLE TO ASSIST THE PATIENT IN VERBALIZING HIS FEELINGS WHEN 
SHE IS NOT INVOLVED IN A NEW ACTIVITY HERSELF BUT MAY NEGLECT THE PATIENT'S 
FEELINGS WHEN SHE IS CONCERNED WITH OWN ACTIVITIES. SHE IS CONSIDERATE OF 
PATIENT'S FAMILY AND IS ABLE TO MAINTAIN POISE IN Sl TUATIONS THAT ARE NOT 
EMOTIONALLY COMPLICATED. SHE IS ABLE TO USE FAIRLY GOOD JUDGMENT IN 
ANSWERING QUESTIONS BUT MAY NEED ASSISTANCE IN DIRECTING QUESTIONS WHICH 
SHE CANNOT ANSWER TO THE RIGHT PERSON. SHE IS ABLE TO WORK COOPERATIVELY 
WITH MEMBERS OF THE NURSING TEAM BUT DOES NOT ALWAYS SEE THE ROLE OF OTHER 
HEALTH WORKERS. SHE IS CONSIDERATE OF CO-WORKERS AND IS ABLE TO SEE THE 
NEED OF ASSISTING CO-WORKERS WHEN HER OWN WORK IS COMPLETED BUT MAY HAVE 
DIFFICULTY IN THIS AREA WHEN OWN ASSIGNMENT IS COMPLICATED. THE STUDENT 
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GENERALLY ACTS IN A PROFESSIONAL, FRIENDLY MANNER AND IS ABLE TO USE 
GOOD JUDGMENT AND DIPLOMACY IN THE USUAL SITUATIONS BUT USUALLY NEEDS 
ASSISTANCE IN MORE DIFFICULT AND ANTAGONISTIC SITUATIONS. 
ll Ml TED 
THE STUDENT IS HESITANT AND AWKWARD IN HER APPROACH TO PATIENTS. 
SHE IS UNABLE TO ESTABLISH THERAPEUTIC CONVERSATION EVEN IN THE MOST UN-
COMPLICATED SITUATIONS. SHE USUALLY WAITS F'OR PATIENT TO INITIATE CON-
VERSATION AND HAS DIF'F'ICULTY IN ESTABLISHING A RELATIONSHIP WITH PATIENT 
AND FAMILY EVEN WHEN SHE HAS BEEN IN :JHE SAME Sl TUATION F'OR A PERIOD OF' Tl ME• 
THE STUDENT NEEDS TO BE CONSTANTLY REMINDED OF' THE NEED TO ASSIST OTHERS 
AND EVEN WHEN DIRECTED TO DO SO HAS DIF'F'ICULTY IN ASSUMING A COOPERATIVE 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CO-WORKERS. THE STUDENT USES POOR JUDGMENT IN RESPONDING 
TO SITUATIONS USUALLY CONTRIBUTING IN AROUSING ANTAGONISTIC BEHAVIOR IN 
OTHERS. 
·,."'-,_ 
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OBJECTIVE VI ABILITY TO EVALUATE OWN PERFORMANCE IN PLANNING AND 
CARRYING THROUGH A PLAN OF CARE· 
OUTSTANDING 
THE STUDENT CONSCIENTIOUSLY REVIEWS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HER 
NURSING CARE PLAN IN A SYSTEMATIC MANNER. IN STUDYING THE THERAPEUTIC 
EFFECT OF THE PLAN SHE TAKES INTO CONSIDERATION BOTH THE PHYSICAL AND 
PERSONAL REACTIONS OF THE PATIENT. IN REVISING PLAN OF CARE SHE SHOWS 
INGENUITY, GOOD JUDGMENT AND THE USE OF KNOWLEDGE GAINED FROM PREVIOUS 
EXPERIENCE IN THE NEW SITUATION. IF' IN DOUBT OF EFFECTIVENESS OF PLAN 
SHE READILY SEEKS NECESSARY JNFORMATI ON FROM SOURCE MATERIALS AND ASKS 
FOR INSTRUCTOR ASSISTANCE BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE REVISION OF THE 
NURSING CARE PLAN. As TIME PROGRESSES THE STUDENT IS CONSISTENTLY ABLE 
TO EVALUATE PLAN WITH A HIGHER DEGREE OF PROFICIENCY AND WITH A MINIMUM 
AMOUNT OF INSTRUCTOR GUIDANCE, 
COMMENDABLE 
THE STUDENT USUALLY REVIEWS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HER NURSING 
CARE PLAN SYSTEMATICALLY AND THOROUGHLY· IN STUDYING THE THERAPEUTIC 
EFFECT OF PLAN SHE TAKES INTO CONSIDERATION THE PHYSICAL REACTIONS AND 
THE OBVIOUS PERSONAL REACTIONS BUT MAY HAVE OJ FFICULTY WITH MORE OBSCURE 
REACTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS. IN REVISING PLAN OF CARE SHE USUALLY 
SEEKS ASSISTANCE FROM INSTRUCTOR AND CONSULTS SOURCE MATERIALS BEFORE 
PROCEEDING WITH REVISION. THE STUDENT SHOWS EVIDENCE OF INCREASED ABILITY 
AND PROFICIENCY IN EVALUATING PLAN OF CARE AS TIME PROGRESSES, 
Ace EPTABLE 
THE STUDENT GENERALLY REVIEWS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HER NURSING 
CARE PLAN SYSTEMATICALLY AND THOROUGHLY IN UNCOMPLICATED ASSIGNMENTS. 
$HE TAKES INTO CONSIDERATION THE OBVIOUS PHYSICAL AND PERSONAL REACTIONS 
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OF THE PATIENT IN STUDYING THE THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF THE PLAN BUT USUALLY 
NEEDS ASSISTANCE IN EVALUATING LESS OBVIOUS REACTIONS. READILY CONSULTS 
INSTRUCTOR WHEN IN DOUBT OF' EFFECTIVENESS OF PLAN BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH 
REVISION BUT IS HESITANT IN SEEKING ASSISTANCE F'ROM OTHER MEMBERS OF NURSING 
OR HEA.:t'H TEAM (EXAMPLE: HEAD NURSE, DOCTOR, SOCIAL WORKER). THE STUDENT 
SHOWS A GRADUAL IMPROVEMENT IN HER ABILITY AND PROFICIENCY IN EVALUATING 
PLAN OF' CARE. 
lJ Ml TED 
STUDENT IS UNABLE TO EVALUATE EFFECTIVENESS OF NURSING CARE PLAN 
EVEN WITH REPEATED ASSISTANCE. SHE SHOWS LITTLE UNDERSTANDING OF' THE 
EXPECTED OUTCOME OF PRESCRIBED THERAPY THEREFORE IS NOT ABLE TO RECOGNIZE 
EFFECT OF TREATMENT ON PATIENT. As TIME PROGRESSES SHE SHOWS LITTLE 
EVIDENCE OF' IMPROVEMENT IN HER ABILITY TO EVALUATE HER PLAN OF CARE. 
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OBJECTIVE vII 
OUTSTANDING 
ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE AND UTILIZE SEL~-EVALUATION AND 
TEACHER EVALUATION AS A MEANS 0~ PROGRESS AND IMPROVEMENT. 
THE STUDENT IS ~ULLY COGNIZANT 0~ HER OWN STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
AND CAN EVALUATE THESE IN A REALISTIC MANNER. SHE KNOWS HER OWN LIMITATIONS 
AND ACTS ACCORDINGLY. ACCEPTS ALL SUGGESTIONS AND CRITICISMS OBJECTIVELY 
AND WITHOUT DELAY UNDERTAKES TO CHANGE BEHAVIOR WHEN THIS IS JUSTI~IED AND 
TO SEEK ~URTHER GUIDANCE AND EVALUATION. STUDENT SHOWS CONSISTENT, STEAD¥ 
SEL~-PROGRESS ~ROM ONE EXPERIENCE TO NEXT. QUALITY 0~ NURSING CARE GIVEN 
IS 0~ A CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVED NATURE EVEN WHEN ASSIGNED MORE DI~~ICULT 
PATIENTS. STUDENT PER~ORMS WELL GENERALLY WITH A MINIMUM 0~ lNSTRUCTOR 
GUIDANCE. CAN BE RELIED UPON TO ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY roR OWN ASSIGNMENT 
AND TO GIVE QUALITY CARE REGARDLESS Or ANY POOR EXAMPLE WHICH MAY BE SEEN 
IN THE ENVIRONMENT. THE STUDENT PROGRESSES VERY WELL IN RELATION TO THE 
REST 0~ THE GROUP AND O~TEN EXCEEDS GROUP DEVELOPMENT IN CERTAIN AREAS. 
COMMENDABLE 
THE STUDENT IS AWARE 0~ STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES AND CAN GENERALLY 
EVALUATE THESE IN A REALISTIC MANNER. SHE USUALLY ACCEPTS SUGGESTIONS AND 
CRITICISMS OBJECTIVELY AND UNDERTAKES TO CHANGE BEHAVIOR WHEN THIS IS 
JUSTI~IED AND CAN USUALLY BE RELIED UPON TO SEEK ~URTHER GUIDANCE AND 
EVALUATION. STUDENT SHOWS STEADY SEL~-PROGRESS AND QUALITY 0~ NURSING 
CARE GIVEN IS 0~ A CONTINUOU8LY IMPROVED NATURE THOUGH STILL NEEDS ASSIST-
ANCE WHEN ASSIGNED MORE Dl ~~ICULT PATIENTS. STUDENT SHOWS INCREASED CON-
SCIENTIOUSNESS IN CARRYING OUT ORDERS AND ASSIGNMENTS AND IN ASSUMING 
RESPONSIBILITY WITH A MINIMUM 0~ INSTRUCTOR GUIDANCE. THE STUDENT PRO-
GRESSES SATIS~ACTORILY IN RELATION TO THE REST 0~ THE GROUP AND EXCEEDS 
GROUP DEVELOPMENT IN CERTAIN AREAS BUT NEEDS ENCOURAGEMENT TO MAINTAIN 
HIGH LEVEL 0~ PER~ORMANCEo 
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Ace EPT ABLE 
THIS STUDENT IS AWARE OF' SOME OF' HER MORE OUTSTANDING STRENGTHS 
AND WEAKNESSES BUT TENDS TO OVEREMPHASIZE OR UNDEREMPHASIZE HER ABILITIES. 
SHE USUALLY NEEDS DIRECTION IN EVALUATING SELF' IN A REALISTIC MANNER. 
THE STUDENT GENERALLY ACCEPTS SUGGESTIONS AND CRITICISMS GRACIOUSLY AND 
OBJECTIVELY AND APPEARS TO MAKE AN EF'F'ORT TO CHANGE BEHAVIOR WHEN THIS IS 
JUSTIF'IED BUT SHE USUALLY NEEDS ENCOURAGEMENT IN SEEKING F'URTHER GUIDANCE 
AND EVALUATION. THE STUDENT SHOWS A GRADUAL INCREASE IN SELF'-PROGRESS 
AND NURSING CARE IS OF' AN IMPROVED QUALITY IN REPEATED PERF'ORMANCES. THE 
STUDENT GRADUALLY SHOWS INCREASED CONSCIENTIOUSNESS IN CARRYING OUT ASSIGN-
MENT BUT NEEDS A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF' INSTRUCTOR GUIDANCE IN ASSUMING 
RESPONSIBILITY F'OR OWN ACTIONS. THE STUDENT GENERALLY PROGRESSES SATIS• 
FACTORILY IN RELATION TO THE GROUP BUT NEEDS ASSISTANCE IN MAINTAINING 
HIGH LEVEL OF' PERF'ORMANCE• SHE MAY SEEK ADVICE OF' INAPPROPRIATE PERSON 
AND MAY F'OLLOW POOR EXAMPLES SEEN IN THE ENVIRONMENT. 
LJ Ml TED 
THE STUDENT IS UNABLE TO EVALUATE OWN STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
EVEN WITH CONSIDERABLE ASSISTANCE F'ROM INSTRUCTOR. SHE DEMONSTRATES 
ANTAGONISTIC BEHAVIOR TOWARDS SUGGESTIONS AND CRITICISMS EVEN WHEN THESE 
ARE MOST TACTF'ULLY AND CAREF'ULLY EXPRESSED - USUALLY HAS AN EXCUSE READY 
F'OR ACTIQNS TAKEN. THE STUDENT IS RESISTIVE TO CHANGE IN BEHAVIOR EVEN 
WHEN SHE IS AWARE OF' THE OBVIOUS NEED. SHE CANNOT BE RELIED UPON TO 
CARRY OUT ORDERS AND ASSIGNMENTS AND DOES NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY F'OR 
OWN ACTIVITIES. THE STUDENT USUALLY SEEKS ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE F'ROM IN-
APPROPRIATE PERSONS AND READILY CUTS CORNERS WHEN INSTRUCTOR IS NOT 
AROUND. SHE SHOWS VERY LIMITED PROGRESS IN RELATION TO SELF" AND TO THE 
REST OF" THE GROUP. 
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APPENDIX C 
NEWPORT HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING 
EVALUATION OF FRESHfv1AN STLDENT'S CLINICAL PERFORMMJCE 
NAME: 
----------------------------------
CLASS 0 F': GRAI E: 
----------- -------
DATE OF' ASSIGNMENT: FROM TO WARD: 
--------------- ----------
KEY TO SCALE: A -OUTSTANDING; 
i LEVEL ACHI EVEI ~ 4 3 2 1 ' ExAMPLES OR COMMENTS OBJECTIVES TO BE APPRAI SEI I 
1. THE ABILITY TO I DENT I F'Y ANI INTERPRET ' r 
THE PATIENT ts NEEDS, UTILIZING SOURCE i ! l MATERIALS IN PREPARING AN INDIVIIUAL-
! I I ZED PLAN 0 F' C A R E F'OR EACH PATIENT. I 
2. THE ABILITY TO ORGANIZE NURSING ASSIGN- I I 
MENT IN A LOGICAL, REALISTIC AND F'LEXIBLE I I SEQUENCE SO THAT THE PATIENT'S NEEDS ARE PROVIDED FOR ANI ADJUSTMENTS CAN BE MADE I 
AS CIRCUMSTANCES REQUIRE THEM IN THE j 
CLINICAL SITUATION. I 
3· THE ABILITY TO CARRY OUT THE PLAN OF" I CARE SO THAT PHYSICAL • EMOTIONAL, I SPIRITUAL, SOCIAL AND TEACHING NEEDS OF' PATIENT ARE MET. 
4. THE ABILITY TO REPORT AND RECORD PEQTI-
NENT I NF'ORMAT I ON ABOUT THE PATIENT. I ' 
5· THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE Ef"F'ECTI VELV I WITH PATIENTS AND THE! R FAMILIES AS WELL 
' 
AS MEMBERS 0 F' THE NURSING TEAM AND THE 
HEALTH TEAM. 
6. THE ABILITY TO EVALUATE OWN PERF'ORMANCE 
IN PLANNING AND CARRYING THROUGH THE I NURSING CARE PLAN. I 
1· THE ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE AND UTILIZE I I SELF'-EVALUATI ON AND TEACHER EVALUATION AS A MEANS OF PROGRESS ANI IMPROVE MENT • : 
' 
COMMENT BY STUDENT: : OTHER COMMENTS BY J NSTRUCTOR: 
. 
. 
: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
: 
. 
. 
: 
: 
SIGNATURE: . SIGNATURE: . 
: 
DATE: . DATE: . 
. 
. 
CONf"ERENCE COMMENTS: 
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APPENDIX D 
DIRECTIONS rOR USE Or THE DESCRIPTIVE BEHAVIOR GUIDE 
Af\D THE ro~ rOR EVALUATION Or FRESI-tu1AN CLINICAL PERrORMAI\ICE 
I· THE PuRPOSE OF' THE GUIDE 
TO PROVIDE THE CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR WITH AN OBJECTIVE AND 
AN UNBIASED TOOL BY WHICH FRESHMAN STUDENT CLINICAL PERFORMANCE CAN BE 
EVALUATED AND A GRADE DETERMINED. 
II· USE OF' THE GUIDE IN DETERMINATION OF' GRADE 
IN APPRAISING THE STUDENT'S CLINICAL PERFORMANCE CONSIDER 
HER LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT IN EACH OF' THE SEVEN AREAS ON THE GUIDE. QNLY 
INCIDENTS OF BEHAVIOR DESCRIBED ON STUDENT'S ANECDOTAL RECORD SHOULD BE 
USED AS A BASIS UPON WHICH THE STUDENT IS PLACED IN THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES. 
To DETERMINE WHICH SCALED EXPERIENCE IS MOST SIMILAR TO STUDENT'S BEHAVIOR, 
SELECT FROM THE ANECDOTAL RECORDS ACCUMULATED ON A STUDENT THOSE BEHAVIORS 
RELATED TO THE OBJECTIVE UNDER CONSIDERATION AND COMPARE STUDENT'S BEHAVIOR 
WITH THE DESCRIPTIONS ON THE GUIDE. (roR EXAMPLE, IN RELATION TO OBJECTIVE 
1/:1 STUDENT'S PERFORMANCE MAY BE OF AN "oUTSTANDING" LEVEL BUT IN RELATION 
TO OBJECTIVE ff7 IT MAY BE MORE LIKE THAT DESCRIBED IN THE "A.~CEPTABLE" 
CATEGORY.) 
AF'TER DECIDING WHICH OF" THE FOUR DESCRIPTIONS UNDER EACH 
OBJECTIVE BEST CHARACTERIZES THE STUDENT'S LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT PLACE A 
CHECK MARK (v'f IN THE CORRESPONDING COLUMN ON THE EVALUATION FORM (us£ 
KEY TO SCALE AS INDICATED). BECAUSE IT IS POSSIBLE THAT WITHIN A GIVEN 
CATEGORY OF BEHAVIOR A STUDENT MAY VARY FROM BEING HIGHLY "cOMMENDABLE" 
(B+ OR 3.3) TO BEING "coMMENDABLE WITH RESERVATION" (B- OR 2.7) THE 
INSTRUCTOR NEEDS TO CHOOSE THE ONE GRADE FOR EACH AREA WHICH SEEMS TO 
BEST REPRESENT THE LEVEL OF" THE STUDENT 1 S PERFORMANCE AND INDICATE THE 
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GRADE IN THE rOLLOWING MANNER: A CHECK(\;) MARK IN CENTER OF' COLUMN IS 
VALUED AS 8 (3); A PLUS SIGN(+) INDICATES 8+ (3.3); A MINUS(-) INDICATES 
8- (2.7). TO ESTABLISH AN OVERALL GRADE, AN AVERAGE OF' ALL THE GRADES 
FROM EACH AREA IS OBTAINED· {foR EXAMPLE, IF A STUDENT RECEIVES A GRADE 
Or 2 roR MEETING OBJECTIVES 3, 4 AND 7, A GRADE Or 2.7 F'OR OBJECTIVES 1 AND 
2 AND A GRADE Or 2.3 F"OR MEETING OBJECTIVES 5 AND 6, THE OVERALL GRADE FOR 
CLINICAL PRACTICE WOULD BE C+ (2.3). IF' THE INSTRUCTOR FEELS THAT THE 
STUDENT LACKS EXPERIENCE WITH A SITUATION IN WHICH A CERTAIN ABILITY WOULD 
BE EVALUATED AND A GRADE IS NOT POSSIBLE IN THE AREA OF A SPECI riC OBJECTIVE 
SHE MAY LEAVE IT BLANK. ONLY THOSE OBJECTIVES IN WHICH A GRADE COULD BE 
JUSTiriED ARE AVERAGED. THERE IS NO PENALTY ON THE STUDENT'S GRADE IF ALL 
AREAS ARE NOT EVALUATED SINCE ALL SEVEN OBJECTIVES ARE WEIGHTED EQUALLY. 
Ill• WRITING THE EVALUATION 
AF"TER A GRADE HAS BEEN DETERMINED, GENERAL COMMENTS SHOULD BE 
MADE AND EXAMPLES Or ACTUAL STUDENT BEHAVIOR SHOULD BE GIVEN IN THE SPACE 
PROVIDED. THESE SHOULD BE BASED ON ANECDOTAL RECORDS RELATIVE TO THE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF EACH Or THE OBJECTIVES EVALUATED· 
THE "OTHER COMMENTS" SPACE ON THE F"ORM MAY BE USED BY THE 
INSTRUCTOR TO MAKE OVERALL GENERAL STATEMENTS AND FOR RECORDING ANY STATE-
MENTS WHICH CANNOT BE WRITTEN ELSEWHERE SUCH AS COMMENTS ON GROOMING, HEALTH 
PROBLEMS ETC • 
THE "STUDENT'S COMMENTS" SECTION OF' THE F'ORM SHOULD BE USED 
BY THE STUDENT TO EXPRESS HER REACT I ON TO THE EVALUATION AND HER PLANS F"OR 
F"UTURE IMPROVEMENT. THE STUDENT SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO MAKE COMMENTS. 
THE "CONF"ERENCE COMMENTs• SECTION OF' THE F"ORM SHOULD BE USED BY 
THE INSTRUCTOR TO SUMMARIZE THE NATURE OF" THE CONFERENCE HELD WITH THE 
STUDENT. 
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APPDIDII E 
INSTRUCTOR QUESTIONNAIRE PERTAINING TO GUIDE, DIItE£TIOH 
SHEEr AND l!.VALUA'l'ION FORI-1 
DI1tl!x::TIOHSt Answer the following questions in the space provided. 
It acidi tional space ia necea&a17 teel tree to use the 
back ot this sheet. Please be as specific as possible 
by gi 'Vinl the reason behind your response. 
'· guesuons p~ to the guidet 
1. Do you. teel that the descriptions of behavior are adequate]3 
defined in terms of levels or performance to be of assistance 
to 70U in deciding into which grade category a given student. 
should be placed'l 
2. Do you feel that described beb&vi':lra are attainable by' 
treshman students? 
3. Bow did the grade which you arrived at compare with gradu 
which you gave on previous evaluation? Did you feel that 
it uas .ore accurate and objective'l 
~. Do you think that the use of this guide is helpful to you in 
a. selecting more meaningful experiences for students? 
Ex;plaiJl. 
b. your guidance and counseling function with students? 
lkplain. 
c. interpreting student standing to the administrator 
of the program. lkplain. 
------.. 
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d. keeping more accurate and objective ~ evaluations 
o£ student•o clinical practice? 
S. How did you feel about hol.di.ng an evaluation conference with 
the student atter using this guide to arrive at a clinical 
practice grade as contrasted to methods you may have used 
previous]3' to determine such a grade? 
6. What do you think studUlt reaction was to evaluation of 
cllnical practice on the basis ot specifically stated 
objectiv•? 
7. \vhat eftect do you think the use of the descriptive 
behavior guide had on student'• self-evaluation? 
8. What is yau:r feeling about the use of the guide in terms 
ot time and ef.fort required to evaluate students? 
9. Do yau. think it worthwhile to use this scale again for 
the same purpose? 
10. What are your overaJ.l reactions to the guide? Please .feel 
tree to make comments which you feel are pertinent as well 
aa suggestions tor illlprovaaent? 
B. guestians pertaining to direction sheet. 
1. Ot what value did you .t'ind the direction sheet which accompanied 
the guide? 
2. Do you think it is essential to the use of the guide? 
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3. Did you find the direction sheet clear and of value in 
calculating the grade tor cliDical practice? 
4. What is your reaction to the method used to arrive at 
a grade for clinical practice? 
S. What suggestions would you make for revision or 
claritication of the directicn sheet? 
c. guestions perta1nill§ to evaluation form. 
1. Do yau feel that the !'om as constructed serves its 
purpose adequately? 
2. Do :rou feel that the form is co.rmmient to work with? 
3. What is your overall reaction to the usetulness of the 
form? 
4. What suggestions do you have for improving t..lte f'ormi 
APPJIJDII r 
STUD.Dft' QUPBriOiftl.AIRE P.PltTAIJW«) TO GUIDE, D.Dt!CTIOH 
SH.i!.'m' AID I'IA.LUATIOM 
D!lUlJT!ONS & AluJwelr the tollowini q;uut.iCDI in spaoe provided.. 
UM buk of llhMt. 1t dH5...,... Pleue be u 
specitic u possible by gt'f'J.Dg the reasons behind 
7WI" reapou .. 
1. Wbat vu 70V r.ction to ft'aluatilla ot your olin1cal practice 
ao the buia of the apecificalli' stated objectives? 
2. l:bw did the grade which 1W reo&ived ~me the i.ostructor 
UMd \b1a picle d1tf'81" .tz.. the osaea received on pnvi.owJ 
8V'al..utiOD7 
.3. What etfeot did tb• reviGW o£ t.ho ;;uide havo on ~.rr clini~ 
practice? 
4. Hamt the olinioal practice ol)3eot.1.vee and the deacriptin 
behaviors bee of value U> JQU 1D tlppftdeing 'Fif.i'r Olfll 
~ Cld weakrlMH87 lbr ban ;you UMCl th•7 
S. Haw did JOil feel about laacJidDc where JUU. stood in rel.at1cm 
to -.ch ot the .fO\fl" categories !or -.ob objocUve wldob 
a.ppeared 011 the eoale? 
6. How do 7W thiNe the malua\ice 1ft nceiTEICi will etfect 
.,_, cl.ild cal pcfo:nance duri.rlg the ~ inde.r of the CO\lrH? 
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7 • What CC111m811t& or auggestiOIUI do 70U have tor improving the 
behavior guide? 
8. What comments or suggestions do you have tor improving the 
evaluation tom? 
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